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THE ITHACAN L .. , ,. 
The Student Newspaper for Ithaca College 
October 4, 1984 Volume 16 Issuei$;\~.'. 
Union expansion costs $7 .5 million 
Ithaca, NY--The Ithaca College the hillside and the lake view. 
Board of Trustees has approv- II is also highly functional. 
ed plans to construct a S7.5 greatly expanding our capacity 
million addition to and renova- to accommodate student. 
tion of the campus student faculty and other campus 
union. College officials an- needs for lounges. meeting 
nounced today. rooms. as well as larger an<l 
Construction is expected to more attractive clining 
begin next spring with complr- facilities." 
rion set for summer 1986. The addition will be con-
The projC'ct was designed by structcd at the north end of 
Chandler Cudlipp Associates Egbert Union a.ncl will run 
Inc. of New York City. A parallel to the J. David 
general contractor will be Hammond Center for Student 
sought through competitiw Health Services on the eastern 
t>iclcling. portion of the south Hill cam-
The nPe<l to expand the pus. The addition will be con-
facility, according to College nectcd to Job Hall. Textor Hall 
President James I. Whalen. is and the Muller faculty Center 
a critical one based on an in- by extending the corridor 
crease of over 300 percent in which runs through those 
the student body since the buildings. 
union was built in 1961. The two-story addition 
· 'This much-needed and includes a 7.000 sq. foot multi-
superb new facility will serve purpose room. large enough to 
the enlire campus community hold banquets, meetings. 
as the hub of extracurricular films, lectures and concerts. 
activity," Whalen said. "The The room can be subdivided 
proposed design is most into three distinct areas for 
attractive, taking advantage of . smaller gatherings. Other 
storr photo by Sean Rooney 
Parking ·violators 
must pay the price 
by Beth Gracey 
. \hour 2so parkmg ll<'k<'b 
\\'('r<' 1ssu<·cl a day at the begin-
ning of this tall tt'nn. Now. on-
Iv S0-7:i uckcb arc gi\'t'n a day. 
I.ou \\'ith1arn. director of Safe-
ty amt Security c1ttril>utt·s the 
high nurnt1Cr of 11ckC'ts given <1t 
the beginning of the year to the 
commurnty rnernhcrs· un-
familiarity with parking. 
Though S<"nmty "waited for 
one full week before ticketing," 
community members who 
were unregistered, failed to put 
decals on their cars or wer<:' un-
familiar with the parking, paid 
the price. 
Parking at Ithaca College is a 
"convenience problem" Mr. 
Withiam acknowledged. 
E\'("ryorw wants to park 
dos<·st to his ckstination . 
Though there arc always 
spaces in "S" lot. they arcn·t 
c·om·cnwnt. .\s :\1r. Withiam 
put 1t. "the early bird gets the 
worm ... If you want to pork 
close to your destmation you 
h,l\T to get to campus <·arly. 
.\ serious problem that con-
fronts safety and SPrurity 1s 
the ··fraudulent use of decals." 
Upperclassmen get decals for 
underclassmen so that they 
can park in better lots. Some. 
steal parking stickers off 
bumpers. Safety and Security 
tried to alleviate this problem 
two weekends ago. Eleven 
people were caught as a result. 
see parking page 5 
staff photo by Adorn Riesner 
Beginning next Spring Egbert Union will be expanded to meet the 300 percent increase in 
the student body. 
features of the addition include 
a soo-seat snack bar: a recrea-
tion room: and a new 
bookstore. below ground level. 
The College's bookstore is cur-
rently located-on the first floor 
of the West Tower. 
According to Richard 
Correnti, vice president for 
student affairs. the existing 
structure will be renovated to 
include additional lounge, 
meeting and storage space and 
a student activities center on 
the third floor. 
"In addition to serving as the 
information center and prin-
cipal gathering place for the 
entire collegp . the greatly 
expanded union will also meet 
a long-standing need to house. 
in one place. the offices and 
work space of student govern-
ment, the student activities 
board and the nearly 100 other 
student organizations on cam-
pus," says Correnti. 
In other action at its Sept. 21 
meeting, the Board of Trustees 
elected· two members to its 
48-mernber body. Haymoncl 
Hamlin. a 1964 gralluate of the 
college·. will serve as alumni 
trustee while Jill Weiner. a 
sophomore television-radio 
major. will serve as student 
trustee. 
Hamlin 1s presi(lent of the 
Ithaca College Alumni Associa-
tion. He is treasurer of Cahoon 
Farms Inc. in Wolcott. NY. and 
also operates a tax practice in 
Camillus. NY. 
Hamlin. who received a 
see union page I I 
Freedom of speech 
requires responsibility 
by Barbara Richard 
"The Flame of Truth" spark-
eel plenty of questions regar-
ding the exercising of freedom 
of speech on the Ithaca Coll<'gt' 
campus. According to Frank 
Lc1n1as. judinal administrator. 
ihc rnmplaint made last week 
c1bout the publication pertained 
to the procedures used hy 
thos<· invol\'t·d. :\t this rime. 
I.,m1as woulcl not disclose any 
furth<'r informmion. however. 
he will l>e nwcrmg with :\ncly 
l.e\'in and Daniel Sussman 
some tmw in th<' near future. 
"No one is trying to prt'\Tnt 
thr t·xcrcise ol fr<'c<lom of 
speech... C'launcd I.amc1s. 
llowt·Yer. there are sperilic-
regulations and proce<luws 
one must observe The Stu-
dent Conduct Code is a docu-
ment that "outlin<'s the regula-
tions of the Ithaca College com-
munity regarding the rights ,md 
respons1hililies !of studc·nts/." 
One must submit a proposed 
document 48 hours in ad\'ance 
of circulation ro the Juclicial 
.\clministrator's office· 1,n the 
:n<I floor of Joh t lall. 
It. is possibl<· for a p<·nnn ro 
tw turned clown. but there ,m· 
pro\·isions for an ap1wal. "It 
would haw to lw pretty 
outrageous lor us to dt·ny ... 
stressed Lamas-"someth111g 
t11at would afft·ct our students 
som<·thmg ol ,in inflammatory 
nature." 
.\ clcta1lt·d outline of 
prcn·cluws can he found 111 the 
Stucl<·nt Conduct Cod<· or in the 
Stud<·nt Handhook. a\'ail,1hlc at 
the Juc!inal . \drn1n1strator's 
offin·. 
On the ISSU(' of rights cllHI 
freedoms. the Stud<·nt ConcluC'I 
Code states th,H. "students 
should ll<' cncouraf(<'<I ro 
cl<'\Tlop the ( apacJty for rri11C,1l 
judgcnwnt ,lllCI to <'ngagc 111 c1 
SUSl,llll<'cl clllCl illdCpCn(kllt 
St',lf( h for knowhlge .... \lso. It 
,H·knowledg<'s "studclll.'> rnu.'>t 
<'X<·rcis<· tlwir fre<'dorn \\'Jth 
in a negative manner or maturity and rcsponsih1htv .. 
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Cocaine use plagues colleges 
~~-3~~ 
l_ lr,lr ~-~ ~::::-
average of 25 Colorado 
students a year for coke 
possession and sales, says Lt. 
Jim Fadenrecht, compared to 
two or three cocaine-related ar-
rests a few years ago. 
"The majority (of coke ar-
rests) are related to rock con-
certs on campus." he says, 
and "a handful are made in 
dorms and student housing." 
· ·cocaine is beco"ming a 
more and more common pro-
blem on our campus." agrees 
·Lt.Joe Wehner of UNL campus 
security. "It is no longer 
unusual to find people selling 
coke on campus along with 
other illegal narcotics." 
college students, "my gut reac-
tion is that the problem on 
campus is a reflection of the 
growing use of coke among 
the general population," says 
IACLEA Executive Director 
James McGovern. 
The National Institute on 
Drug Abuse says nearly 29 per-
cent of the 18-to-25-year-old 
population has used coke, and 
use of cocaine in general has 
doubled since 1975. 
"The biggest danger is the tremendous amount of violence 
associated with the cocaine scene. " 
"Arrest-wise. we haven't 
seen any big increase with co-
caine," says Investigator 
Crystal Limerick of the Univer-
sity of Virginia police. "But I 
feel it's around, and I am con-
stantly surprised that it's not a 
bigger problem than it is," she 
adds. 
But aside from· the growing 
social acceptance of coke, its 
growing presence on cam-
puses may also be due to 
government crackdowns on 
marijuana, which have cut pot 
supplies and pushed up its 
street price. 
Indeed, at the \)niversity of 
Florida "an ounce of marijuana 
is going for as much as SIOO or 
more,"says Gonzalez. With 
coke now selling for s100 a 
gram, he continues. the price 
of what was once called "rich 
man's speed" is no longer con-
sidered that exorbitant. 
BOULDER. CO (CPS)--During 
the summer. 22-year-old 
University of Color)ldo jour-
nalism student Sid Wells was 
found dead in his off-campus 
condominium, shot in the head 
from close range with a 
shotgun. 
The brutal murder frightened 
a lot of students, and sadden-
ed Wells' friends, who.almost 
universally reported him as a 
nice. unassuming, smart 
fellow. 
Then came the results of the 
police investigation: Wells' 
death was probably connected 
to campus cocaine traffic. 
Boulder police have since 
begun a wider probe into stu-
dent cocaine use at the bustl-
ing, mountaTns1de campus. 
Boulder is supposed to be 
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hip. Lincoln, Nebraska isn't. 
But earlier in September 
University of Lincoln police ar-
rested two students, and seiz-
ed an estimated s200,ooo 
worth of coke. 
The incidents illustrate that 
cocaine dealing and its related 
violence are not only plaguing 
some campuses these days. 
but may slowly be filtering on-
to many other campuses as 
the "drug of the rich" becomes 
more readily available, and the 
price gap between it and mari-
juana narrows. 
While most campus law en-
forcement officers say that co-
caine use still isn't as 
widespread or troublesome as 
drinking or marijuana use, 
more are noticing its presence 
on campus, and its growing ac-
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ceptance by students. 
"There's definitely a growing 
use of cocaine on college cam· 
puses," says Gerardo Gon-
zalez. director of the Campus 
Drug Information Center at the 
University of Florida and presi-
dent of Boost Alcohol Con-
sciousness Concerning the 
Health of University Students, 
a national organizaiton which 
helps students and ad-
ministrators confront drug and 
alcohol problems on campus. 
"Coke has kind of become the 
'in' thing to do," he notes. 
.. And as the substance 
becomes more socially accep-
table, ii gets more at_tention. As 
more people see it around, you 
also see a greater availability, 
and the cycle continues." 
At Rutgers University, "I 
would say lwe·ve seen) a 
slight increase" in cocaine use, 
says campus detective John 
Janowiak. 
· ·1 see it as a steady problem 
right now, but not yet an ex-
cessive one," says John 
carpenter, director of public 
safety at San Diego State 
University and president of the 
International Association of 
campus Law Enforcement Ad-
ministrators (IACLEA). 
"In the past three years 
we've arrested more students 
involved in drug traffic than 
anytime I've been here." says 
John Skaar of the University of 
Wisconsin Police Deot. 
Students frequently "get in-
volved in !dealing cokel right 
before the semester starts" 
when they come to campus 
with saved up money or with 
their student loan and grant 
money, he says. 
The students invest their While no specific data are 
available on coke use among see coke page 5 Boulder police are busting an 
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SIHEONS 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
$1.00 
VODKA 
DRINKS 
Tuesday Nights $2.00 
Pitchers 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OF INTEREST 
Counseling Center 
Groups 
Sign-ups for group~ ~ponsored tJy 1hc 
Counsrhng Crnlcr dn" underway now 
Scp1emhcr 21s1 1~ lht· dalr by wt11rh 10 
sign up if you w<1n1 10 Join 1hr "Cop-
ing Wi1h Divorce" or thl' "Doing Bet-
ter Acaclt'mirally" group Other groups 
forn11ng now ,iw: "Coping With An 
Alcoholic- In Thi' Family... "Ealing 
llisor<kr~" ancl "~tandgmg \r<1tlt'm1r 
and l't'r~onal Strl'~, " .\nyonr m-
lcrcsle<I m any of 1hr~!' )!roups ~hould 
ron1a1·1 1hr Coun~dmg L1·n1er as soon 
a~ 1><>s.~1hlt·. More 1nforn1<111on <1hou11h1· 
groups L~ .iv<11lahlt· ai the C<'nlt'r, x:irn;. 
FRESHMAN 
RECORD 
Fre~hperson~!1! 
The New s1udenr Herorcl 1s here. wi1h 
· pie-lures ,incl cvt•J)'lhin)!! If vou ordered 
a rnpy. you can pie k ii up m the SIU· 
(11•111 c;ol'l'rnmr1_11 Offict·. :lr<I Floor. 
Egherr L:nion. Mon · rn. 10 am-2 pm. 
Bring vou Ill rare!! 
Ford Au<litor1um 
\ · .. 1beJ:,tH1~~C 
n ~l \ l \ ql'\: l ,1 ~, -~~-'.:..!.~ll 
~ • : ·: ,'1,1 (: ) 
~'...- r l • l 'l' '; 
l .1~: I l! l i.. t: I t!. / :~ l' l l l. I I • I l 1t! l' 
"', ll.! l'l'l' l hL• J 11, [ f\Jr,lJlL':._ 1 jio;;-,---;;-:- -,~) 
I •lll ,--, t .1r t 1-,t, : 1 r\ K1 rk 11.1t 
/"): I ': p. 'b-~ ( J') 
l1( tl·h.1 1 
Lr-1d. p 1-.~1~, ~Uurl.!/H1..•<.. 1 t,1 
S.1~~:J~, ]:,HJ p.m. (\; 
t\: tl·l1 1..1 1. 9 
(,,IHL'rt -\;--,~ct, [h.•lti!,ht, 
H : I j p . n,. _( ~.) 
1·,1Lult, Rcc1t<1l, K~iren 
Rlt!-.Lher, \'1nla, 8:ISJ>,m. 
( F) 
Oc t,,be!l 11_ 
Cuet,t Artist, Robert 
Oe(,Lwtano, P1.i~l 5 p.m 
(F) 
L'd:obe!l 12 
Concert bv Orchestra and 
Symphon{c.Bnnd, 8:15 p.m. 
(r) 
STUDENT LEADERS WHO'S WHO PRE-MED INFO Undergraduate 
Announcements 
,\II ~nult'nl lt·.icler~ .irt· 111\'llt'cl 10 
~1gn-up ,mcl rP)!1Slt'r for 1h1· .inr111.il !'all 
l.<'ade~lup Work~hop Sp.ic c 1s hmnccJ 
10 approx1m.i1t'ly fi<l lt·actcr~ 111 campus 
org,m11.a11on~. ~o lw ,tm· 10 rt')!Jslt·r ,t, 
~oon ,t, pos.~1hlt·. 
:,.;orn111a11011~ ,m· now ht'llll! ~ough1 
for sllzclenl~ 10 bt· mrlurled 111 lh!' n.i· 
11011<11 Who·~ Who m ,\nwnran llnJl'!'r-
silic!> ,met Coll<'ge proJ!ram. The 
s1udt·n1s nommate<I are 10 llt· honort·<I 
for 1h1·1r outsJ;m<hng r<1rnpus lt'dtlt·r-
~hip. mcludm!! lht·1r sc-hol.t!,IJC ,met 
C'OllUllllllllY aC'llll'l't'llll'lll 
l'Hl.~1EIJIC ,\I.!',( 11.:S:( I.S- \ Sllllit'rll I\ l'>lllllJ.l d C Opl of lilt' 
"l'IIH·H; l',llf:IH,H \Ill'\ 11 \\. 
:S:Ol '\( UII :S: I', · Ill.JI pit I- <HlC' up .ti 
lilt' i1('g1,1r,1r, Olfu t· 
rllt' wor,~hop will ht· lwld l·ml.11·. 
f'or siu<11·111~ 1111c·rt•sJ('cl 111 IH'<1l11l 
proft'~~um, 
OC'I 8. ·IIH11. S202 1'1·1111,1 II <1111.i < ol 
h·gt· of Opromt·lr} I ht.ill<'lh C orhr,m. 11----------------
.,~~oc 1,11t· IJ1n·c wr of .\clr111~,1on, 
Oc loht·r 12-sa1urcl,11·. Oc mtwr 13 .11 ltw 
L.iyu)!a ~,Hurt· Ct'rlll·r l',in1np,m1~ drl' 
c•xpt·t lt'CI 10 ~Id\' Ol't'rlll)!hl 
sign-up ai ill!' c <1rn1n1~ .\< 1111111·~ 
Offin· 1Egtlt'rr l'mon. 2ml tloor1 l·or 
mow 111fo1111.ir1on or qiw~fion~. clrop hi' 
or t ,ill. x l22J. Co~, will ht' ,1111111unc c·cl. 
Slucl!'nl~ who .ire norrnn,11ccl ~houlcl 
lw ~t·mors wnh .i rn11111num .l.O 
c·wnul.i11v1· gr,Hlt' pom1 .ii·t·rage 
s1uctrnts who h.ivt· lr,m~fem·cl 10 
llh,u-<1 C.oll<'!!t' nlllsl h,11 t· c omplt·u·cl ,11 
it·,L~I .!0 ,lC dclt'lllll C Tl'clll~ ,11 ill<' 
C.ollt·g<· 
Oc r. ro. 1pm. -,20, .. 1 n11t·r~1I\' of 
M.ir1 l,mcl llc·111.il ',t hool \ JC lor Long 
ll~lfl. llirt·c 1or of llt·c n111rnc111 
Cle I II. Hprn. <.;202--\t•w , or• < oll!'g(' 
01 ()~Jt·op,llhJC \lt'cllt mt· IIJC 11,ll"I 
S1 h,wft·r ll1rt·1 rm of \clrn1..s11,11, 
Interested 
In Law? 
C 01111· 1<1 111<' hr~, llll't'llng 111 rlw 1'r1·· 
1,dw '-,oc ll'I\ \\ 1· \\ ill orgc1111.1t· pro 
gr1m1~. 1opu i, ,md 1'\ 1·n1.., tor 1lw \ t'dr 
\11·ctn1·!,tl.i1 01 rolwr ro 
7 10 p 111 
(,.IJIJJC·JJ Ill RESOURCE 
FILES 
F.1c ullv. ~1.iff. ,me! siuc!C'nl~ rtld} 
110111ma1;. 1nchv1clual~. lnfom1.i11011 .incl 
cldld ~lll't% nldy be· 11tna11wcl 111 1hc· Of-
fire of C,unpu~ ,\c 11v1111·~ ,me! nmsi Ill' 
rc1unwcl 10 1h,11 offit t· Ill' Cle lolH'r ,. 
l<l84 KARL SPARR£ 
to SPEAK 
TRANSFER 
DEADLINE 
Tlw Urn~11<1n Sc 11·nc t· ~1111,1or 
Hc·~ourt c· 1-11t·~ ",11 h<' ~t·I up ,1< ro,~ 
from lh<' Boo•~1on· ht·lwc·c·n ·1 owc·r~ 
H<·s1clt·nc 1· Ii.ill~ on 11·1·thw~cl,1y ,mcl 
Thur~cl,1y. orwlwr IO and II fron1 10 
a.rn. to 4 pm. F1lt'!, rnnlam up-10-rht• 
minute anirlt·~ on 1op1r s u~C'ful for 
wrilmg p.ipc·r~. prepanng !,pc·cd1c·~. 
sru<lymg for c·x.ims ,uul u·ac hmg--.ill 
frt·e. 
Religious Services 
1 llt· 1111.ic <1 C ollt·gt· < 11.iprcr ol 1111' 
.\rnt·r1c ,m \l.ir,1·rmg .\,~CH i.111011 
pn·~1·111~ ~1w.i•c·r K,irl ~p.im· lrom Jor 
cl,m M,m,h .ir ,·oopm m rc·x1or 102 on 
Ocwher IOlh llut·~ ,m· dl~o clue on Oc-· 
rolwr 101h .. \II .irt· w1·konu·•! 
I 111· clt·,ulluw lor w11·1p1111 ,1ppl11 .i11111is 
lor 1r.insl1·r 111 rill' ..,t hool of l\11~1111·~, 
,~ I ntl,11. Ot IOIH'r 2hlll. l'IH,1 ,\pplu d· 
IJC>Jl fflrlllS dll' ,JI ,11l.il11t· 111 lilt' olf,c (' of 
lilt· !-c hool ol illl'>IIH'~~ 1>11 lht· tourll1 
iltx>r of lilt' ,t·\\ \< .iclt·111,c Bu1lcl111g Io 
lw C'l1g11>1t· 111 .ippl\' ~l11tlt·r11~ 11111~1 
h,11·<· c omplt·r<·cl ,II h·.i,1 om· st·n1t·~1<·r 
.ii llh,w,1 C olh·gl'. 
Theatre/Films 
~ -. r 1. ~ ,' \ I 
-------
Ju11rne\' \Ltc,~--. 1l1rL::c L11n-
t 11H·11t~,", li1:·d \,orld 
~l:'W">ll:'t.'\ '._, ! 1 lm l~SClV,}i 
prL---.ent ~ ".\.,11c•-; ,ind l.m-
ht..'r!-.11, rc,Lt)r :02, S pm 
rhe Uc~q.;,1r 1 --. nj,et,1, ,\:·l!n.i 
Thc,ttre, 7 11;1 
nw Be~~g.:ir' ~ t)Pt:r,1, .\ren.i 
Th e.:i. tr c 1 7 pm 
S,\B 1·1 lm "The• ULg Clnll" 
l~xtor 102, 7 6 9:30 p~ 
Cc tt·hr 'l iJ 
----
rhc Beggc1r 1 -; Opera, ,\rcn,1 
Thcc.lt re, 7 pm 
S,18 Fib "The BLg Clul l" 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 p~ 
fl1c Beggar's 0pl:'r~, ~~enJ 
Thc.itre, 7 pm 
S,\U Film, "The Big Chill" 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm 
Oe-tobu. 12 
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Uc tl'be."i 9 
Coun~eltng tenter 11 F1rst 
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l1ng Center Grc,up Room, 
3:30 - o:30 pm 
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More Society ne~s ... 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
Kappa Gamma Psi is a pro-
fessional fraternity for men and 
women in the field of music. 
The Iota chapter was founded 
at Ithaca College in 1929. The 
fraternity has dedicated itself 
to promoting the highest possi-
ble standards in the three areas 
of music: performance. educa-
tion, and composition. 
complished through the recent-
ly introduced faculty dinner 
which will be held annually. 
the Edible Arts Contest. Wt' 
also hosted a picnic for the 
mentally retarded children at 
ARC. 
staff photo by Joe Epstein 
Jim Wolf, president of lnterfratemity Council. 
Alumni of Kappa Gamma Psi 
have earned positions in such 
top orchestras as the New York 
Philharmonic.the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, the 
Cleveland Orchestra, the 
Syracuse Symphony Or-
chestra, and others. Alumni 
can also be found as the finest 
in music educators throughout 
the state of New York and in 
several other states. 
However, it's not all work 
and no play by any means for 
this group. Kappa puts on its 
party, the Kappa Bash. at the 
beginning of each semester. 
There is also a Spring Formal 
and a picnic to finish the year. 
Kappa also helps sponsor the 
four-house Halloween party 
along with the other three, 
music fraternities. Phi Mu 
Alpha, Mu Phi Epsilon. and 
Sigma Alpha Iota. 
But Delta Phi Zeta is much 
more than a community ser-
vice sorority. We have fun-
draisers at Micawber's bar. 
theme parties at the North For-
ty (like the Punk Party last 
Saturday), and campus-wide 
memo board sales. The 
money we raise goes towards 
financing sorority brunches. in-
formal parties with 1.c. and 
Cornell fraternities. and an end 
of the semester formal. After 
all, all work and no play would 
make D Phi Z a dull sorority. 
Greeks speak Delta Phi Zeta 
by Dian Dutberger 
College students across the 
nation, for the most part, know 
what fraternities and sororities 
are and do. Whether their in-
ferences were drawn from the 
popular movie "Animal 
House" or through affiliation be 
it themselves. friends, or 
relatives. Ithaca College is no 
different than many campuses 
as it also has its amount of 
fraternities and sororities. and 
co-ordinating all of them is a 
complex job. The ruling body 
over all the greeks on the 
Ithaca Campus is the Inter-
fraternity Council. This is a na-
tional group with represen-
tatives from each house. both 
sorority and fraternities. work-
ing together to keep things run-
ning smoothly. 
According to Jim Wolf, Presi-
dent of the lnterfratemity Coun-
cil (I.F.C.), Ithaca College 
recognizes eight Greek 
organizations. Each house. in 
turn, promotes themselves in 
an effort to build their reputa-
tions and contribute both to the 
campus and the community. 
In an effort to better acquaint 
students with the Greek 
organizations. the I.F.C. is run· 
ning a column termed "Greek 
Speak" each week in The 
Ithacan. This weekly column 
will keep students up to date 
on House happenings, both 
past and future. The acquain-
tance goes farther. as Pub 
Nights are sponsored, as well 
as semi-formals and wine and 
cheese parties to further in-
trigue students. Their com-
munity and campus reputation 
is getting progressively better. 
Wolf stated that "it was not 
good in the past" but that's tur-
. ning around. various Blood 
Drives are sponsored by the 
Greeks throughout each 
semester. 
Currently, the various houses 
are readying themselves for 
the onset of pledging. which 
wll require lots of lime and ef-
fort on the Greeks. 
Wolf encourages persons in-
terested in the Greek Life to 
become involved. "It has a lot 
to offer," expressed Wolf. And 
to calm any fears. "Ithaca Col-
lege has strict rules against 
hazing." 
As students, brothers and 
sisters maintain their high stan-
dards by performing at 
meeting and in recitals. At 
meetings, brothers and sisters 
get a chance to obtain feed-
back from their peers concer-
ning their pla~ing or singing. 
Kappa puts on two major 
recitals per year in addition to 
open house recitals and 
smokers. In these. members 
can perform as soloists or in 
ensembles. such as the frater· 
nity's woodwind quintet and 
choral ensemble. 
Kappa gives composition 
students a chance to have their 
works performed and a chance 
at prize money through its an-
nual Composition Contest. 
Another important goal of Kap-
pa Gamma Psi is to improve 
relations between students 
and faculties of schools of 
Delta Phi Zeta is Ithaca Col-
lege's oldest sorority, devoted 
to social and community ser-
vice projects. Last year. we 
raised nine hundred dollars for 
the American cancer Society 
by selling daffodils around 
campus. visited the locat nur-
sing homes and hostessed at 
However. as a member of 
Delta Phi Zeta one learns the 
meaning of friendship, love 
and sisterhood. Delta Phi Zt'ta 
truly makes one·s college 
years a more memorable 
experience. 
* 
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WVIC 
AM 61-FM Cable 106 
Eyery Monday night from 10-11pm 
WHY? LINE 
This Wt>C:'k \Vt' present c:lll ,\lcohol 
,\wawness Program. Call in ancl 
ask your questions tonight and 
t'\'t>ry Monday night. 
274-3255 
* 
* 
Adult Children Of Alcoholics 
What Are The Effects 
Dr. Susanne Morgan, Sociology 
Monday, October 8, 1984 at 7:00pm 
Terrace 11B Lounge 
Sponsored by Alcohol Education Committee 
music. This can now be ac- ll::::=====================11 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
REPLACEMENT 
CONTACT LENSES 
FROM $26.00 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 8th: 
I. Representatives from 
various organizations including 
the Sheriff's Department, Stop-
DWI, Alcoholism Council, 
PARKIT, and Doran Driving 
Simulation: films will be 
shown. 
Egbert 
Lobby--toam-3pm 
Union 
2. Bulletin Board Contest judg-
ing; theme of responsible 
drinking: co-sponsored by AEC 
and Residence Hall Councils. 
Residence Halls--spm 
3. Benner Contest judging; 
theme of responsible drinking: 
co-sponsored by AEC and the 
tnterfraternity Council. 
Terrace Dining Hall--6pm 
4. Speaker: Dr. Susanne 
Morgan. Sociology: "On Being 
the Child of an Alcoholic" 
Terrace 118 Lounge--7pm 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9th: 
1. Keynote Speaker: Dr. Gerar-
do Gonzalez, National Presi-
dent of BACCHUS: "Let's Par-
ty( Does Having Fun Mean Get-
ting Drunk?" Co-sponsored by 
AEC. SAB. and Student 
Government. 
Crossroads, Egbert Union-
·7:30pm 
2. Reception with Dr. Gonzalez 
8:30pm 
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 10th: 
I. 19 or 21? A Debate on the 
Drinking Age: debaters to be 
announced: co-sponsored by 
:\EC and Towers Hall Councils. 
East Tower Lobby--7:30pm 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11th: 
I. Alcohol Trivia Night at the 
Pub; free popcorn. specials on 
non-alcoholic beverages, and 
alcohol trivia contests with DJ. 
Co-sponsored by AEC and 
Egbert Union. 
Egbert 
Pub--9pm-Midnight 
Union 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12th: 
1. workshop: Responsible 
Bartending (limited to 30) 
Tower Club--2:30pm-3:30pm 
* American Hydron 
* Bausch & Lomb 
* Deltacon 
* Ciba 
* Hydrocurve 
* Sauflon 
* Many More to Choose From!!! 
West Town Optical 
Corner Rt.13 & 96B 
272-7775 
Make your 
room au 
Oasis% 
• Tropical Plants 
including ones for low-light areas 
• Fresh, Sllk & Dried Flowers 
• Hundreds of Baskets 
• Wicker Chairs, Tables, Headboards, 
Hampers at affordable prices 
• Matchstick Blinds 
• Straw Ru~s 
• !'-f ugs • Mirrors 
• Pllfows THE 
/ ...... >~ PLANTATION 
=;~_~)) 11~ lt~acaCommons•273-7231 
... '} Thurs .. , Fri. till 9 p.m. •Sunday 11-4 
• 
• 
WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Mini Carnations 
$3.99 A Burich. 
CAMPUS COUPONS/WIN A WEEK IN HAWAII 
r--iNciioiaiiis.;;coLonr-, 
INCREDIBLE SAVINGS! 
Here's your chance to use the film HollywOOd's top filmmakers use m 
their mult1-m,1hon-dollar PrOduct,ons now adapted for use 1n your 
35mm camera by Seattle FilmWork~ And at a cost less than you're used 
to paying for film En1oy m1cro-hne gra,n and nch color satura!Jon Shoot 
,n bnght or low light And GET PRINTS OR SLIDES OR BOTH from the 
same roll Don't m,ss your chance to • 
be shooting this 1ncreo,ble film We can r> 
only make you this great Oller " · 
because we·re confident you·11 
become a regular customer 
once you've tncd 11 Fill out 
the coupan and mail today to 
the address 1nd1ca1Cd on other 
Side 
l.i.mit ol 2 rolb per cusromrr. 
Kod.k 5247 "'d Kod>k Sl~ ,,. ,qoie'<d 
tradcrNrb o( Easmun, Koehl. L~-°===::..rroc_:~~~~~--=~=~:::~J 
Introducing Q-tips· 
Cosmetic Applicators. 
--------------
STORE COUPON 25¢ 
: Save 25¢ whenyoubuy : 
I Q-tips· Cosmetic Applicators I 
I DEALER·Chesebrough-Pond's Inc., P.O. Box 1000,Cllnton, tA52734, will reimburse you coupon value plus Bt provided you comply with ~ I these terms Coupon IS nontransferable and WIii be vord if resented ''I 
I ~ir~~9,~ea~~7;~:ss::~1~~r: 1~1i1~r~~c"Jb;~~agr~;s;~~~!~tfo0s~i; ~J:: t 1 
quate product purchase substant1;Jt10n. Coupon 1s void 1f use 1s pro- -
I h1b1tcd, restrn:ted or taxed. Coupon has no cash value without t I simultaneous purchase. L1m1t one coupon per purchase. w I r.p1,.uon d.2 6.0a~f 0. 2 g I I 
I 
25
¢ 00521 105106 I 
~-------------J 
. "'.,..~~~..,l')t;::i\.:J!¢; .... J..,:• ~,-. > ,' 
• ~ ·,ti.? • .,.'!lr,,i:t.~ .._;._,.{~ ?,~.:J..r . ' .. ~ ---,--; . ·~---~- . ~-:-;Jf 
I ~~ ' ' 
. ~· . :-.:.:........, ------ .:;:... 
- -
- . -· 
- . 
The smartest and most economical way to follow 
the latest news from the worlds of: 
EDUCATION POLITICS HEALTH 
ADAY 
MUSIC 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
o~~: 
,~: 
SAVE74% 
off TIME's $1.75 cover price with this 
special student rate of just 45e an issue! 
(TIM E's basic subscription rate is 89C an issue.) 
For fast service call this toll-FREE number: 
1-800-621-4800 
(In Illinois call 1-800-972-8302) 
Ask for TIME offer :::: T79166 
Or mail this order form in today! 
Yes! Send me _ issues of TIME at the 
1ncred1bly low student rate of 45C an issue 
(Minimum order 20. maximum order 104 ) 
I save 74°a off the 51 75 cover price 
(TIM E's basic subscr1pt1on rate 1s 89C an issue) 
Payment enclosed 8111 me later 
Mr 1Ms 
A.ddress Apl No 
City State Z,p 
Name ol College or University Year studies end 
The tMs1c subs.cuo1Lon r,llc yoo<l 1n US 0111y Where no te1111 1\ 111d1catetJ UH' 
m1nunurn w111 be scrvetJ Orders lor less lllan the n11n1mun1 lern1 .ire not ,lCCcpt,1b1c 
11 Iese, !han lhc proiwr ,ll!K1111l11s sen! \he number of issues w11I be prorated ,ll thc 
per copy r,nc 1ncl1call'd R;ilc goOd 1n US only Rates include poslclq!! 
Win a Firstours Week in Waikiki! - • .. 
.... ;r-
Campus Coupons and Firstours will send a lucky winner and a friend on an exciting week-
long vacation in beautiful Hawaii-airfare, hotel, lei greeting, transfers, welcome breakfast 
and more all included. See contest rules and entry blank on reverse side-and get your free 
Whole Hawaii Catalog from Firstours! 
·!,._ ........ f /:!- . 
. J. ~· '.,. 
. ' . , .. 
' ":{. ',)°g 
--- --- ---~ .... ~ ~ ..... --- -- --- -- --~ ~ :.:.~~ ~-~-;-~-~ ~ ~ _.,_ .... ~ .... --~ ~ --- -<>- ~ -- -- --- ---~ --- - - -- -- -- --; 
. '-- '•' (,•,-. -j.-,:~~~;~:,1~· .Camera Strap . H~!!:~e!:!~~,!~n~!~er j 
AT 
To order SI call 
1•800•621•4800 
(In Illinois call 
1-800-972-8302) 
Ask for SI offer #S79204 
Or mail to: 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 
541 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
See SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER 
on other side, 
---------------------~--------------NO EXPIRATION DATE 
SAV£25ton 
25(: 00521 51290S 25(: 
·-------------------~-----------------
·;;·c>-':_ · The_strong1½"thlckwebbed I I I 11 I I I I J I 11111111 [ I J 
.. , strap fastens securely, Offers Color O Red/White/Blue D Bleck/While/Gold •1 
-:/:. :h!Ji'lds-free traveling and Send this Coupon along with - : 
,,,---..- -- .- keeps the camera $7.95 + $1.00postage/handllngto:·- ';i 
. ready to take that UNISTRAP P.O. B0U17 OLD GREENWlcH, er 06870 j 
greot ShOf. (PleosePrlnt) , :: ,: 
Adjustable length. Namo, _______________ ;: 
I 
_,- - "' $
795 
Address, _________________ : 
.--,., ·. lspennarr~ + S1,00poSIOge cuy __________ stale, ____ _.p 1 
_ •• • -1--< ,. -dtrecltyllllo and handling -- r 
... ,. : .......... \re··:: ."tt,eatrap. '--~:w~~o~::0~5~0~~8~:~~~~o~~~:~:n~:~d~~:'~~~~-l 
~~~-~--~-~~~~-~~-~~-~~-------~~-
This handy 
Clear~yes 
Campus 
Carry-All. just $2.99! 
Now carry your books. note pdds, ~._ 
pencils. sneakers. sweatshirt and 
shorts 1n a new Campus Carry-
All Just buy any size Clear 
eyes and carry off this great 
bag for only $2 99 (plus SOit 
for handling) And be sure to 
carry along Clear eyes to 
keep your eyes clear. white 
and looking great 
,------------------------------------, 
Save 
35¢ 
o_nany 
size 
Clear~yes 
01003 
·------------------------------------4 Campus Carry-All Offer 
Send $2 99 plus 50C handling ($3 49 total) for each bag. 
with proof-of-purchase from a·ny Clear ,:;yes eye drops 
Buy as many bags as you wish Complete details on reverse 
NAME _____ _ 
STREET __ 
CITY _____ . 
STATE ___ . _____________ ZIP 
Send me ( __ ) Carry-All bags at $3 49 each 
Mail to Clear eyes Campus Carry-All Offer 
PO Box 7714 
Mt Prospect, IL 60056-7714 
L-____ __., _____ .,O~~~~x2~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------J 
• 
CAMPUS COUPONS=SAVINGS Warning: These coupons are coded and serially numbered Any misuse can lead to federal prosecution. 
I 
0 
('() 
0 
r-
0 
(0 
C) 
DEALER: Redeem this coupon/or 
a retail customer in accordance 
with cite terms of this offer. We 
will reimburse you/ace ualue 
plus 8¢ handling charge. CUS· 
comer must pay tax where it pre-
uails. Tile Dannon Company Inc., 
P.O. Bax 1103, Clinton, Iowa 
52124. Void where prohibited. Ii· 
censed, taxed or otherwise re-
stricted. CQ.Slt oo.lue l !20th of 1 ¢. 
Offer expires 12/31/85 
I 99972 140463 
I 
I L-----------------------------------~ 
~~~i7C 
ADAY 
To order call toll-free: 
1•800•621•4800 
I 
I 
I 
(In Illinois call 1-800-972-8302) 
Ask for TIME offer #179166 
Or mail to: 
TIME 
541 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
See SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER 
on other side. 
All free from 
Campus Coupons 
and Firstours 
-Secure 
- Convenient 
: See Reverse Side For Details 
I L-----------------------------------~ 
r-----·-sav835¢·--:~::3-, 
on any size Clear ~yes 
TO RETAILER: As our authorized agent we will p11y you Bi:: plus tho face valuo of 
tho coupon for each coupon you properly accept in connection with the rota ii sale 
of the product Indicated Coupons will be honored when presented by retail d!S· 
tributon, of our merchandise or assoc,atlons or clearing houses, approved by us, 
acting for and at the solo risk of our retailers It is FRAUD to present coupons for 
redemption other than ns provided here,n. Coupon void and forfeiled 1f invoices 
proving your purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupons are not produced on 
request. or ,f coupon is assigned, transferred, sold or reproduced, COUPON 
REIMBURSEMENTS ARE NOT TO BE DEDUCTED FROM ROSS LABORA-
TORIES INVOICES Customer pays any applicable tox. llrnit one coupon per 
purchase (or customer). Cash redemption value 1120th of a cent Mall coupons to 
ROSS LABORATORIES, P.O Box 7600, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056·7800 This coupon 
expiresJune30,1985 Vahdonanyt1lze. 16 0 7 o 3 0 
01003 01954 Ross Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio 43215 
---------Her;;-h;w1ogei:-;ou;--------
. Campus Carry-All! 
1. Just purchase any size Clear 'lyes eye drops. 
2. Sen<;! the entire front panel of the Clear eyes package (0.5 
or 1.s'oz size) with this completed certillca'ie. 
3. Enclose a check or money order for $2.99 plus 50~ for 
handling, (total $3.49), for each bag payable to "Clear eyes 
Campus Carry-All Offer". 
4. Mall to: Clear Eyes Campus Carry-All Offer 
P.O. Box 7714 
." -~ Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7714 
Otter expires March 31, 1965 and Is subject to availability. 
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. 
This o!flclal mall-In certificate must accompany the correct 
proof-of-purchase·. 
Facsimile reproduction of package front or certificate will not 
be honored. 
Offer good only In USA. Ofler void where prohibited or 
restricted by Jaw. 
HURRY! OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1985 
L-•--•-•••---•-•••~•••••••••••••••••• 
Its not only the colors you choose, 
its how you choose to apply them. 
CATCH ALL THE COLOR & ACTION OF SPORTS. 
, 1984 Time Inc 
TCB19C 
turns any bread into great tasting pizza 
Just spoon on bread, add cheese, and bake. 
Great pizza in minutes ... any time. 
SAVE74% 
off Si's S1 .95 cover price with this 
special student rate of just 49¢ an issue! 
(Si's basic subscription rate is 97¢ an issue.) 
For fast service call this TOLL-FREE number: 
1-800-621-4800 
(In Illinois call 1-800-972-8302) 
Ask for SI ofter :::: S79204 
Or mail this order form in today! 
Yes! Send me ____ issues of SI at the 
1ncred1bly low student rate of 49ct an issue 
(Minimum order 20. maximum order 104) 
I save 74% off the $1 95 cover price 
(Si's basic subscription rate 1s 97<t an issue ) 
!-J Payment enclosed l-1 Bill me later 
Mr/Ms 
Address 
State 
Apt No 
Z,p 
Name ol College or Un1vers1ty Year studies end 
~~~l~i~ 5~1~1S~?;l~~!d18 8~g:rt 1~r 51e~;lrh:h~~: ~l~~~~~ 1~~~a~er~' ~a~ 
acceptable II less than the proper amount ,s sent the number 01 issues will be 
prorated al the per copy rate 1nd1cated Rate good 1n u S only Rates include 
SAVE25~n 
!RAGU II! ~ Pizza Quick® ... I( _ ~ ~ sauce any style :! • ~ 
~ Tums ~my bread - § 
~ mto pizza. § 
00521 512905 
25<= 25<: 
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Blood Mobile exceeds expected goal 
by Karen Scanlon 
I 
The Blood Mobile sponsored 
by Phi Lamda Chi appeared at 
the Terrace Dining Hall on,e 
more last week asking 
studerns to voluntarily donate 
to their cause. Several times a 
year the Blood Mobile 1an 
American Hed Cross blood ser-
vice I appeals to those of Tom-
pkins County to "supply blood 
that will be available for you, 
your family. your friends, or 
anyone else who needs a 
transfusion." 
Jean Johnson, Publi, Rela-
tions Correspondant, express-
ed, "This blood drive has been 
very successful" where in the 
past it has been very lax. "Phi 
Lamda Chi has done a good 
job in recruiting." This year the 
Red Cross surpassed their goal 
of 175 pints with ove1 200 peo-
ple making dona1ions. She also 
feels that Tompkins County in 
general has been a very sue-
ccssful area. "They hold 60 
drives a year and we almost 
always meet our goal." 
Johnson feels that a lot of suc-
cess is due to the vast number 
of s1udents in the area. "They 
arc good givers." she stated. 
After donation. the blood 
goes to the regional office in 
Syracuse which supplies 44 
hospitals in 15 counties. Re-
quirements that must be met 
by all doners include a 
minimum age of 17 years and 
a weight of at least no lbs. 
Everyone must also fill out a 
registration form that will pre-
vent any danger of transmit-
table diseases. There is very 
little danger involved in giving 
blood. besides rhe weak feel-
ing rarely experienced, 
because of the many precau-
tions taken by the Hect Cross. 
A very encouraging attitude 
was shown by several Ithaca 
College students who gave 
blood at last week's drive. 
Mary Lou McNally feels that lhe 
blood drive is a really goocl 
idea because. "One pint of 
blood can be used by three or 
four cliffercnt people ... ~,Nal-
ly had given blood bdore and 
would gladly do it again. 
Samantha Boid gaV<' blood 
"for the feeling of giving of 
onr·s self." As was mention-
ed before. a small percentage 
of donors do feel weak after 
giving blood. Sara feitaneaum 
felt faint bur the feeling was 
mostly the result of the hot 
weather. She has given blood 
many times before and this 
was just a fluke. Sara feels that 
"people should give blood 
because you never know 
when you will need it 
yourself." Susannah Brr-
ryman. a faculty member at 
Ithaca College was convinced 
by a friend who was in an a,-
rirlP.nt to donate. She said that 
U.S.News & World Report presents 
The Inside Scoop 
~g 
~LJ-~ 
On the job market: Careers-that are hot, skills that sell. What to expect 
when you enter the work force. 
On today's news- and policy-makers:Who to watch ... who stands where 
... who holds the reins on red-letter issues. 
. On the economy: Where is it headed? What does it mean to your buying 
power? . 
U.S.News & World Report takes you behind the scene. Straight to the 
source with on-target analyses of what it means to you. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the coupon 
below. 
: Money-saving Less than 40¢ : Student Coupon : 0 YES, send me 25 weeks of U.S.News & World Report for only 
: $9.88. I'll save 50% off the regular subscription rate and 77% off the 
: cover price. D Payment enclosed D Bill me 
per week 
Name _________________________ _ 
School Name _______________ -:--:--------
Address __________________ Apt. _____ _ 
City/State ip _____ _ 
Mail coupon to: 
U.S.News & World Report 
2400NSt., N.W. Room416 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Listen for the News Blimp on WI C.B. Brought to you by U.S.News & World Report 
~-----------------------------------~-----------------------------~ 
LET'S PARTY!!! 
Does Having Fun Mean Getting Drunk? 
A Keynote Address: 
Dr. Gerardo Gonzalez "' 
National President, BACCHUS 
Associate Professor, Univ. of Florida 
Tuesday, October 9, 1984 at 7:30pm in the E.U. Crossroads 
Reception to follow 
Sponsored By 
Alcohol Education Committee, Student Activities Board, and the 
Student Government 
"It's not true that it doesn't 
hurt, but it doesn't hurt a lot 
and you rcolly should ~ive 1f 
you «rn. The nurses arr 
wonderful. It 1s rrally great to 
see such rnmradene." 
Three other Blood Molnle~ 
are cxpc,ted to tw sponsewd 
hy the ~amc frnrerniry 
Coke 
sa\'ings in rnke. and can tripl<'. 
their. mom·y wit11in a 1nm. 
Skaar sav~. 
"Sure. ·rhc rim<:> rnraine may 
lw most noticeable i~ wh('n 
srucknts aw coming ba('k on 
campus." he says. "bu1 that 
doesn't mean it tn<; anything to 
do with loan ,rnd gr,rnt 
morn'y." 
Howt·\·er they finann· it. 
many ~tudents who start u~1ng 
coke "r<'ncat1onally." Gon-
zalez says. "don't really ha\'!· 
the money to support con-
tinued use of the drug unless 
they start selling ... 
Consequently, cJ network 
begins to build among deaicrs 
and users. ond the web 
~preads across a campus. 
The biggest danger "is the 
tr<'mcndous amount of 
\'iolence associated with the 
cocaine scene." he says. 
Indeed. Boulder pohce "have 
Parking 
They face cJ sso fine one! 
punitive anion. "About 75 per-
cent" of those individuals with 
th<' wrong type of pc1rking 
sticker on their tJumprr are 
originally caught lor doing 
something else. Lou Withiam 
noted. 
\!any cars on campus ha\'(' 
uneducated owner~. When 
drivers pay thirty dollars for 
their parking stickers thry 
receive a Traffic Hules and 
Hegulat1ons booklet. Often. it is 
ignorrd. As a member of the 
Traffic Poli,y Cornrrnttcc·. 
Anne Woodard says it is her 
Job ro "try to educate rnrn-
munity members about traffic 
rulrs and safety poli,ies. It is 
the community members· 
responsibility to understand 
the book. In an effort to make 
the rules easier to understand. 
throughout the year. The nf'xt 
one is expected sometimr in 
November. The Heel Cro~~ 
would greatly appreciate it 1f all 
1tha,a College students ancl 
staff who are physically able 10 
do so. would give a few hour~ 
of their tune and a few ow1n'~ 
of blood. "Ev<·ry drop count~." 
from page I 
h<1d armed roblJ<'rics and p<·o-
plc llnng gun~. threatening 
p<·opl<·. and pistol whipping 
them" O\'cr rnk<· deals. say~ 
('arnpus police Lt. Da\'(' Evans 
Nd>rci~ka pohn· "ha\'(' noflc-
<·<1 an innea~<· m theft and 
\'iol<·n('t' on campus along with 
the inrrca.s(' in rnke and illegal 
clrug u~e." says Wdrner. 
"What we aw set'ing 1s a 
wry mixed pi<"tur<'. ancl a 
situation wlwre <·ocairw 1~ 
slowly bernming less of c1 
white. upper-rniddl<· class 
clrug," .says Dan Kellrr. public 
safety director at the Universi-
ty of Louisville and head of a 
nat1onw1de campus crime 
prevention association. 
:\ lot of campus law enforce· 
ment offinals. tw adcls. "arc 
holding their l>reath and 
wondering" if rncainc is mak-
ing its fir.st inroads at their 
schools. 
from page I 
tlwy \\'ere rnnclenscd to fiw 
most 11nportant points. Tlw 
number one point being. 
"know wher(' \'OU are allow<·d 
lo park ... In past years. the traf-
fic rul<'S and regulations 
booklets. "you have to c1ctmit 
\\'('r<' dull and boring ... ,\nrn· 
Woodard ~aicl. Future booklets 
will he easy to red<! ancl 
mteresting. 
The Traffic Policy Commit!<'<' 
and Safety and Security haV<' 
a grip on the traffic problem. 
us new spaces hove already 
been created by re-striping the 
parking lots. 
As for the future. both 
Woodard and Withiam say. 
"we've got ideos." and arc 
working on them. Now. thcy·re 
doing their best as Lou 
Withiam said. "to listen 10 com-
munity members" and try to 
solve the problems they can. 
I.C. HILLEL WISHES ALL OF YOU 
A HAPPY, HEALTHY 
& Prosperous Year 
5745 
YOM KIPPUR SERVICES 
Friday 10/5 at 6:15pm Sharp! 
Satuiday 10/6 atlO:OOam-2:00pm 
& 5:00pm-7:00pm 
MANHA1TAN EXPORTS Fall 
Clothing 
Is Here! 
MANHA1TAN EXP 
MANHA1TAN 
½ off Summer Oothes MANH 
MAI' 
) 
_ _. 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS 
THE FIRE CONTINUES TO BURN 
To the Editor: 
I was a little out of touch last 
week. so I just read the in-
famous FLAME OF TRUTH to-
day. When I managed to stop 
laughing, I sat down to write 
this response. 
THE FLAME OF TRUTH is 
truly a remarkable document. 
1 congratulate Mr. Sussman 
and Mr. Levin for having the 
drive and determination to ac-
tually go about publishing it out 
of their own pocket money. 
That is where my admiration 
for it ends. 
The two articles are marked 
(I may say flawed) by several 
mistaken notions. by gaps in 
their logical flow that left me 
gasping (and giggling--ask 
anyone who saw me reading 
them in The Crossroads). and 
by an intolerance of a degree 
that I have rarely seen before. 
Both articles assume that any 
viewpoint that is contrary to 
their own--that is, right wing 
Conservative--is wrong, and 
moreover, is un-American, or 
even Communist. Mr. 
To The Editor 
After reading "The Flame of 
Truth," I felt like I was living 
through the 1950's during the 
days of the McCarthy era. It 
was written by two Conser· 
vatives who have somewhat 
of a point in their argument, but 
whose prepos·1erous material 
plants a seed of generalization 
and misconception. These 
generalizations and 
misconceptions are so 
ridiculous. 1 sometimes 
wonder why "The Flame of 
Truth" and its authors receiv-
ed so much no1ice throughout 
the Politics department here at 
Sussman refers to a ·criminal 
Left wing bias· in the Politics 
Department, and asserts that 
what the Politics professors are 
serving up in their classes is 
'COMMUNIST-RED trash .• This 
statement is intolerant in the 
extreme, foolish, and pig-
headed as well. I would ven-
ture to say that any of the 
Politics professors you would 
care to name would give their 
all defending the American 
Constitution and our way of life 
with as much vigor, and more 
logic than Sussman and Levin. 
Mr. Sussman asserts that 
freshmen entering college 
have yet to formulate their 
own political opinions, and that 
at age eighteen they are 
somehow 'tender.· Any 
freshmen out there. are you 
that tender? Are you unaware 
of politics? Do you know who 
the President is? If so, then you 
are not completely unaware. 
and if I were in your shoes, I'd 
feel damned insulted by Mr. 
Sussman·s patronizing. Mr. 
Ithaca College. 
At times. Conservatives tend 
to judge anything that's against 
their philosophies as Com-
munist and Marxist. Calling 
people Communist when 
they're not, has historically 
been a way for the govern-
ment to deny American 
citizens of their constitutional 
. rights. They feel that there are 
only two interpretations which 
can be brought up in the 
politics classroom: The Com-
munist side and the "pro-
American" one. When discuss-
ing politics, several interpreta-
Sussman also objects to a 
(somewhat vague) 'perversion 
of the Conservative point of 
view,· as if God had somehow 
spoken from on high and said, 
"Thou shalt be Conservative." 
Wrong. The strength of our 
political system. of political 
forums, and of the Constitution 
itsel,f is the freedom to 
disagree. Indeed, the very 
founding of the Constitution 
was based on compromise, or 
agreeing to disagree. Mr. 
Sussman also states that 
Politics courses ought to be 
taught from an objective point 
of view. Well, in politics, there 
is no such thing. I think it's fair 
to say that our Politics Depart-
ment would admit their Liberal 
bias, but that does not make 
them Communists, nor does 
their disagreement with con-
servatism mean that conser-
vatism is wrong. It's just dif-
ferent. Vigorous debate is, 
again. the strong point. 
One last point about the 
Sussman article: Mr. Sussman 
lions can be addressed. not 
just two absolute ones. The 
Conservative writers of "The 
Flame of Truth" should realize 
that in political thought, there 
is no such thing as objectivity. 
Teaching politics without inter-
pretation does not stimulate 
free thinking. If you want ob-
jectivity in politics, you may as 
well take a history course. 
The authors of "The Flame 
of Truth" feel that Ithaca Col-
lege should be a hot bed of 
Conservative expression since 
it's enrolled with a basically 
wealthy student body. I sug-
DEAR MR. PICK-POCKET 
To the Editor: 
was it really necessary for 
you to remove all the cash 
from my wallet September 
28th at Ragman's? I realize that 
there wasn't much there. 
perhaps 12 or 15 dollars. But 
then again, it was all the 
money I had. and money I 
have, I earn from typing papers 
(which is not the most pro-
fitable business). At least I 
don't steal. Is that how you 
usually earn your money, 
Mister Pick-pocket? Do you 
normally go around taking 
money out of peoples· wallets? 
Not only did I lose my money, 
but any respect I might have 
had for human nature. A de-
cent human might have shown 
me that my wallet had fallen 
from my pocket and to the 
floor beside my chair. But it's 
obvious. Mister Pick-pocket. 
that you are not decent. I sup-
pose you just couldn't refuse 
the opportunity to take some 
money for a few extra drinks. 
I hope you had a good time--1 
didn't after I found my empty 
wallet. I was indeed lucky to 
have a caring friend who paid 
for my drink. But I must con- · 
fess. Mister Pick-pocket that I 
am very surprised that you left 
the wallet itself containing my 
college ID, my driver's license. 
and a bus token to get home. 
I don't enjoy sponging off 
others for money, Mister Pick-
pocket. and I detest others, like 
you. who do. I am not rich. col-
lege expenses are bad enough, 
and I do not spend very much 
on the weekends, but I am not 
a thief. Is being a Klepto your 
hobby? 
I don't suppose it would 
cross your mind or conscience 
to return my money, and you 
will probably never see this let-
ter (of which you would pro-
bably care less about). But I 
hope future Mister Pick-
pockets will think twice before 
picking up a dropped wallet 
and removing the cash it con-
tains. You may get an even 
better reward for returning it. I 
also hope that other pleasure 
seekers who head for town on 
a Friday or Saturday night will 
keep their money close to 
them at all times before their 
evening is ruined by Mister 
Pick-pocket. 
Disgusted With the 
Attitudes Around Here 
worries about excessive 
proselytism (which. for anyone 
who had to run to their dic-
tionary as I did, means 'the 
making of converts to a 
religion, sect or party, or the 
state of being thus converted,' 
Funk and Wagnall's Standard 
College Dictionary, 1973) in 
Politics classes. Is Marty 
Brownstein, or Harvey 
Fireside. of Robert Kurlander. 
or any other professor that big 
an influence on a student's life? 
we see these people for three 
hours (!Ut of every week. Is 
that enough time to truly 
change a person's entire 
political background? I think 
not. 
For Mr. Levin's article, we'll 
ignore the personal attacks as 
being just that-- personal mat-
ters between Mr. Levin and his 
subjects--and focus instead on 
THE ITHACAN. I find it difficult 
to believe that Editor in Chief 
Brian Walsh would ask for Mr. 
Levin's resignation merely to 
focus on "campus issues." I 
gest that rhe authors be 
cautious before they make that 
conclusion. Even if the majori-
ty of the campus is wealthy, 
that doesn't mean that they 
should be exposed to Conser-
vative philosophy that they 
do believe that Mr. Walsh may 
have acted as he did because 
Mr. Levin's editorials have 
been intolerant, illogical, and 
poorly written (although he's 
improved a bit since last year). 
I would hope that Mr. Walsh is 
seeking intelligent, informed 
debate on any and all issues. 
with preference being given to 
well-written articles and letters. 
How about it, Brian? Is the 
forum open to all on every 
issue? I hope so. 
To close, I welcome the 
challenge of Levin and 
Sussman. Let us hope that 
there can be a 'journalism 
revolution' on this campus. But 
let us hope, also. that it can be 
a revolution of informed, in-
telligent debate, whether one 
cares to back THE ITHACAN or 
THE FLAME OF TRUTH, and 
not be reduced to mere labell-
ing of other's ideas as Com-
munist or reactionary, or to 
childish name-calling. 
Charles L. Siegfried 
Drama '85 
denies students the right to 
speak their opinions freely. I 
refuse to let arson be commit-
ted by "The Flame of Truth". 
Bill Durant 
Econ.-Mgmnt. '86 
can get in their neighborhoods r-------------, 
or at the kitchen table with their The following editorials do 
parents. not necessarily reflect the opi-
Conservatism is an instru- nions of the Ithacan staff. All 
ment that is known for keeping Letters to the Editor must be 
the rich wealthy. Times may received by Sur.day, 8:00 pm 
be tough for Conservatives at at the Ithacan office, Landon 
1.c., but throughout America. Hall basement. Please include 
they are tougher for everyone. name, and phone number 
Since no politics professor where you can be reached. 
BOTH-EYES 
OPEN NOW 
To the Editor: 
I would like to thank THE 
ITHACAN staff. and most par-
ticularily Managing Editor 
David Klein. for the thoughtful 
restructuring of the Op/Ed page 
and a new commitment to 
responsible and balanced 
.reporting. The storm that rag-
ed around this y~r·s first few 
issues of THE ITHACAN was 
" perhaps a good thing, as it 
brought to the fore serious 
questions about ethics in jour-
nalism. Let those who would 
subject the public to mindless 
harangues and opinions 
without substance find 
themselves a soapbox; in the 
meantime, let us try to in-
vestigate serious issues with 
the care and thought they 
deserve. 
Katy Heine 
The Writing Program 
IRONIC SYMBOLISM 
To The Ithacan: 
When Andrew Levin (in The 
Flaming Truth) called for 
"Quality substance. not 
bubble-gum·· in his call for a 
much needed journalistic 
revolution on campus, he 
forgot to mention the •pecific 
symbol of that marvelous 
revolution. And what is that 
God Bless the us, strike us 
dead if we are COMMUNIST-
RED bit of symbplism? The jel-
ly bean of course, or is it the 
horse. · Chet· Galaska 
Anthro Dept 3573 
--~ ...... - . -
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Purlgi£•s delivers the 0 good timesl" 
Now-we deliver our complete menu ... to your door! 
YOU RING,, WE BRING! 
X Clip these pages of our menu, and SAVE them! X 
PUDGIES NOW DELIVERS ON SUNDAYS TO 1.C. 
STARTING AT NOON!!! 
--············-············--·····-···--···············------------
GOOD TIME PIZZA, 
PASTA& SOBS 
"We Deliver the Good Times!" I 
DELIVERY MENO I 
·····---------·-·············-~---············-····-······················· 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 
I 
: 
I 
i 
CUSTOM FRESH 
Every day at Pudg1e·s starts out with fresh baked rolls. pizza dough that'~ fresh. 
proofed and ready to pop into the oven at your command .. 
Order a Pudg1e· s pizza and you know the party's go,ng to be a smash WH'() 
Because every Pudgie's pizza 1s made with dough as freshly proofed as dough can 
be, and lopped with Pudg1e·s own super speoal sauce, and 100% real mozzarella. 
FREE COKES0 WITH ALL DELIVERED PIZZAS!! 
SMALL PIZZA LARGE PIZZA DEEP DISH PAN PIZZA 
8 Slices 12 Slices 16 Slices 
includes includes includes 
2 Cokes~ FREE! 4 Cokes~ FREE! 4 Cokes~FREE! 
(value$ I) (value S2) (value S2) 
= OOR FAMOOS PARlY PIZZA 
It's humongous-Our Pride & Joy!! 
30 Slices includes 6 Cokes~FREEI (value SJ) 
A REAL HIT AT ANY OFFICE PARTY. DORM, 
FRATERNITY OR SORORITY GATHERING! 
Choose from: 
• Pepperoni • Meat Sauce 
• Italian Sausage • Green Peppers 
• Mushrooms • Olives 
• Double Cheese • Half & Half Combinations 
I 272-7600 I 
··----·--·--····-·······--········-··················-··J 
Phone for Delivery: ( 272-76001 
··········································-············--·-·············· 
·-········································································, 
' HOT SOBS 
HOT ROAST OF BEEF. Pudg1e·s own Roast of Beef. USDA Top Round, sliced 
thin, with butter £, barbeque Sduce Served steaming hot on a fresh baked roll 
P{JDGIE BURGER. .Fresh big beef burger served on toasted roll with melted 
cheese, tomato, lettuce £, onion with barbeque sauce 
ITALIAN SAUSAGE SPECIAL. Finest quality Italian sausage, peppers. onions. 
cheese and Pudg1e· s sauce! 
CHEESESTEAJ<...Charbro1led Top Sirloin steak. sliced th,n and topped with melted 
cheese, lettuce f, onion 
HOT MEATBAU SUB. Ground beef blended with Pudg1e·, own very special 
seasonings, simmered in Pudg1e's spaghetti sauce with mozzarella cheese and 
served steaming hot on a freshly toasted roll 
COLD SUBS (MEDIUM OR LARGE) 
SUPER S<JB ... Baked tavern ham, Amencan ~lam1 and Italian salami, American 
cheese, chopped lettuce, onions, tomato, spices, 011 £, vinegar dressing A REAL 
TASTE TREAT! 
BAKED HAM. .Baked tavern hdm. Amencan cheese. chopped lettuce, onion. 
tomato, spices, oil f, ~inegar dressing. 
COLD ROAST OF BEEF .. USDA Choice Top Round of beef. sliced thin, chopped 
lettuce and tomato. From Pudgie's own roasters! 
TURKEY .. sliced breast of turkey, chopped lettuce and tomato shces. 
rrAUAN .. .ltalian salami, capicolla, cheese, chopped lettuce, tomato, onions, Italian 
spices, oil f, vinegar dressing. 
STROMBOLI 
Fresh, custom·made bread dough baked around a filling of mozzarella and 
American cheeses, ham, pepperoni, sausage and green peppers, tomato sauce 
and seasonings. A MEAL-IN-A-MINUJEI SMALL OR LARGE 
Phone for Delivery: 272-7600 I 
.. 
___ , __ ............... ... ~---·----·---·--····__J· 
--··--·----·-
~--···············------······------···············-·················-----. 1 : 
I I 
I : 
PASTA 
Served with roll & butter 
SPAGHETTI OR RIGATONI 
with meatballs or Italian sausage 
The secret's ,n the sauce. slowly ~•mmered. seasoned JUSt nght to perfection' 
LASAGNA - OUR SPECIAL TY 
A GLORIOUS CREATION 
Blankets of pasta cover Italian sausage, whole milk ncotta and mozzarella cheeses. 
and a delicious sauce, seasoned Just right. 
----------------------------
WINGS-PUDGIE·STYLE 
SALADS • FRIES 
' 
• 
I 
21 J EI...J\'\IRA RD•ITHACA 
SPECIAUZJNQ IN DEIJVERY 
TO mtACA COu.EQE 
ANDCORNEU 
YOU'U SAY, "THANKS FOR THE GOOD TIME, PUDG/Ef' 
I 
I L ..... ·-································---·····-········----......J 
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SOUTH HILL 
The Arts and Entertainment Guide 
Up Close With Steve Moss 
by Mona Krieger 
Steve Moss, a senior cinema 
major at Ithaca College, has ac-
complished more in the course 
of one year than many people 
do throughout their entire col-
lege career. He could not be 
categorized as your average 
student. 
Aside from being a cinema 
major, Assistant Sports Editor 
of The Ithacan and previously 
a commentator for sports 
(specifically baseball on 
WVIC), Steve has just com-
pleted a l)lOnth of taxing and 
devoted work in a student-
directed production of 
Tenessee-Williams· "Twenty-
Seven wagons Full of Cotton." 
This one act play set in the 
South during the Depression 
was directed by Joel Story, a 
theatre major at LC. The play 
included only three characters. 
Anna Goldsecker played the 
lead female role. Flora, Ben 
Stark played Jake, her husband 
and Steve Moss played Silva 
Vicarro. the janitor of a 
plantation. 
The unique factor is that 
Steve, not being a theatre ma-
jor. got a significant part in the 
production. This is not to say 
that he had no experience with 
acting beforehand. 
As a youngster Steve per-
formed and was involved in 
acting in high school as well. 
He origmally intended to pur-
sue his acting studies in rnl-
lcge. He was accepted into the 
Theatre School at Syracuse U. 
and had to choose between 
that and a major in cinema at 
I.C. Because of his concerns 
for his future, Steve chose to 
study cinema. He felt it afford-
ed him a more stable future. 
He still retained an mterest in 
''If a person has 
enough confidence in 
himself he will make 
something of his life. 
I want to do what I 
want to do. It is im-
portant to f ullfill 
your desires in life. '' 
. 1cting and decided. alter tour 
year absence from the stage 
to audition tor "Twenty-Seven 
wagons Full of Cotton." 
Steve felt that his audition 
was poor and was surprised 
he got the part. He said that he 
felt a hit awkward at first 
because everyone knew each 
other. but they accepted him 
well and II was a pleasant ex-
perience to work with 
cl// mvolvcd. 
Steve remarked on how the 
group became closely knit 
S.M. Moss 
because it was so small. 
Because of his successful ex-
perience in this production and 
his long lasting desire to act. 
Steve has chosen to p'urstie a 
career in acung. He hopes to in-
corporate into his acting what 
he's learned in tht" last four 
years in cinema studies. 
When I asked Steve what he 
planned 10 do directly after 
school, his answer was one 
which exemplifies a very 
healthy and gutsy attitude. 
"I'm not worried where I'll end 
up. I'll play it by ear. If a per-
son has enough confidence in 
himself he will make 
somethmg of his life. I want to 
do what I want to do. It is im-
portant to fulfill your desires in 
life!" 
Steve feels that this year l1as 
been one of the longest in his 
life so far. He spent last 
semester in London and felt 
the cxperienct" showed him 
there is so much in the world 
to do if one looks for it. He feels 
that the more one does and 
takes advantage of what is 
available: the more resources 
there are for creativity. 
It has been a difficult month 
for Steve because of his in-
tense involvement in "Twenty-
Seven wagons Full of Cotton." 
Now that the performance is 
over. he will begin work on a 
resume film (about which he 
won·, reveal information 
because u·s in its early stages) 
for his senior workshop. He 
will he working on it by 
see Close-Up page 9 
Monday -is Comedy Night at the Haunt 
A Bit of New York City in Ithaca 
Have you ever been to a 
small club in New York City'! 
Because of the fewer number 
of people, the audience in-
teracts easily with the enter-
tainer. yet it is large enough to 
he inspiring. The stage is never 
too far away, so one can real-
ly sec what's going on. The at-
mosphere is relaxed and you 
don't feel like an ant in the mid-
dle of a football field. 
On Monday nights, the Haunt 
brings the New York Club at-
mosphere to Ithaca. The com-
edians that perform in the 
popular clubs in and around 
Manhattan are now bringing 
their acts here. 
On Sept. 1, Ross Bennet. Gary 
Del..ena and John Mendose 
entertained the audience at the 
Haunt and kept everyone 
laughing. 
Ross Bennet's one liners. 
jokes. and dry humor had 
everyone in hysterics. He 
definitely stole the show for a 
while. 
That was. until Gary DeLena 
charged everyone with his 
never ending energy and 
musical comedy. His abilities 
as an impressionist arc un-
questionably superior. His 
facial expressions, body 
movements and vocal imita-
tions of BruceSpringsteen Mick 
Jagger and David Bowie were 
quite close to the real thing. His 
parodies were the highlight of 
hiS act. 
In speaking with Gary 
DeLena after the show, he ex-
plained that he is a musician as 
well; Actually, music is where 
he began entertaining and con-
tinues to excel. He will he war-
ming up for Warren Zevon in 
the near future. DeLena was 
personable and made an effort 
to communicate with the au-
dience even after the show. 
His satirical view of everyday 
life, people and trends ex-
hibited his ability to look at 
people's thoughts and actions 
comically and interpret them in 
a way to which everyone can 
relate. 
Following DeLena's act was 
John Mendose. He also works 
in New York. His "barely audi-
ble" dry humor was entertain-
ing. He had some great lines. 
Mendose·s spontaneous 
humor involving the audience 
was a memorable part of his 
act. His serious facial expres-
sion and virtually inactive body 
was a contrast to the verbal 
acrobatics that came tumbling 
out of his mouth. He lacked a 
little pizazz and fluidity, but 
some of his jokes and candid 
lines made up for it. For exam-
ple, he stood there nonchalant-
ly and said, "Did you ever 
wonder if illiterate people get 
the full effect from alphabet 
soup'/ I bought a cordless 
telephone .... l can't find it." 
Some of his remarks could 
have been considered low 
blows. but all in all, he kept 
everyone laughing. 
Comedy night at the Haunt 
was an evening to remember 
and shouldn't be missed in the 
future. If you like to laugh (and 
who doesn't?) the Haunt is the 
place to find rising comedians. 
Next week, anyone interested 
in perforning for an audience 
receptive to fresh comic talent, 
should consider taking the op-
portunity of the l>pen Mike 
after the professional acts. 
--~---·-
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Murphy's U f tt bl · Musical Notes= n orge a e Fire f,ompag,, 
After listening to U2's fifth t ~' actually a sparse. desolate or- Close-Up 
al~um. "U~forgettable Fire," '\ I \ ~ 1 / / chcstra11on without vocals. Is 
twice. I did not understand \ \ J this a statement about freedom 
why the band would exchange /"" / or war'? himself. which 1s certainly a 
their tried-and-true formula for / r "Bad" IS a lengthy song great challenge. 
a new direclion. It was only ~~1~~i§ii~~~9~\ \ about a torment of the heart. The experience Steve had in after repeated listenings that I i. "Indian Summer Sky" is a Twenty-Seven wagons" was 
realized the power and tht> typical U2 song. complet~· wtth one that he enjoyed and 
beauty that the new album ___ ,...'ff.,.,. pounding drums and a quick bencfittcd from. Not being a 
contains. This album shuns guitar. However. "Elvis Presley theatre major and getting a part 
commercialism. and may be ~~~~!!!!!!!~:' and America" is the most in a production made Steve 
their most enduring album to pointless song on the album. realize that anyone interested 
date. Bono·s vocals are excessively can get involved in theatre 
The band hired producers breathy, while the lyrics have television, radio or newspaper 
Brian Eno and Daniel Lanois. to ,, ,.. __ ;:!.:----.rimu no discernahle meaning. on this campus if they have the 
change their previous image of \ \ ... "MIX" the last song on the ability and are truly motivated 
a guitar hand. This has led to album. is an ode to Martin to do so. 
the restriclion of Edge·s guitar. snow across the fields of religious convictions about Luther King Jr. It sums up the Steve Moss is an individual 
instead: the focus is now on mourning to a light that's_in the good and evil are shining mood of the entire album in who should be admired for his 
Bono Vox·s rich tenor voice. oistance... I am coming through the song. two and a half munutes. tenacity and talents. He has set 
The change of producers from home." It is a disturbing song "Wire." the third song, is the Keyboards fill the void while an example for the rest of the 
Steve Lilywhite to the team of lyrically, while the bass is pro- best on the album. Edge's Bono sings "Sleep, sleep students and. given a little en-
Eno/Lanois also means a tran- nounced in harmony with the lightning riffs have more tonight, and may your dreams couragement to those who 
sit ion from a fast guitar pounding drums. A disturbing creativity than on any other be realized. If the thundercloud play with the idea of getting in-
oriented band to a lush, sur- stanza includes. "The wind song. This is probably an effort passes rain. let it rain. rain on valved outside of their pro-
real. concept band. Initially, will crack in wintertime, a to please old fans. me." Sung in the nature of a spective fields. His ambition 
this is a large drawback to the bomb-blast lightning waltz." A To close out the side, "Un- lullaby, the song of hope should be contagious. 
album. war veteran returning to a forgettable Fire" and 'Pro- speaks for itself. 
Indeed, the album is concep- lover? Or is the song about a menade" utilize Eno-like With over forty-two minutes ___________ _. 
tual at many levels. Fast on the war ravaged country? With that keyboards to produce lush or- of music. this is one of the few ,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaii-iiiiii 0 
first side while slow on the se- song, the band sets the tone chestrated songs: definitely a quality albums to come out in ° 
cond. thf" album presents for an intriguing album. change for the band. the past few months. Far dif-
manyproblems and hopes for "Pride (In the Name of Side two is haunting. From fcrent from any of their 
the world, starting with the Love)" is the new single. It's a the beginning sounds of Pink previous albums. U2 has pro-
opening song "A Sort of throwback to the days of a Floydish, "4th of July" to the ducr.d a "thinking" album. 
Homecoming."Thesongstarts former U2 album, "October." sparseness of "MLK," the While the songs may be con-
with a pronounced dance heat. The Edge·s jagged riffs are outlook of the band changes. fusing and tedious. once the 
while a strangled guitar is pull- synchronized with Bono·s With the exception of "Indian barrier is broken. "Unforgct-
1 
ed along. Bono·s voice is in vocals. The first two lines. Summer Sky." the band table Fire" will b<' readily I 
strong form when he sings, "One man come in the name becomes surreal. slow. and played. But let's hope that the , 
"And you know it's time to go of love, one man come and pessimistic. "4th of July," sup- ',:incl r<'turns to it's roots. 
through the sleet and driving go" suggest that the band's poscdly a song of freedom, is 
PIZZAS & SUBS TO GO 
Fast Free Delivery 
Free Topping• Free Pepsi 
(through Oct. 10) 
273-6006 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
1/4 lb. 
SANDWICHES 
1/2 lb. 
SUBS 
PIZZA 
GROCERIES 
MOBIL GAS 
SNACKS 
SUBS 
DELI 
BEER 
S. AURORA 
AT 
CODDI~GTO\" 
ITHACA 
273-6006 
TODA Y'S LADY 
ATHLETE 
~ 'f 'f ~ ~ 
108 W .Green St. 
Specializing in Women's 
Athletic Clothing and 
Shoes. IO°lo Off Any Non 
Sale Item With Valid I.D. 
Now thru October 31. 
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• • Expressions 
by Glenn Rancher 
When I looked at your eyes 
I knew no disguise 
Could give me away, 
You saw past my facade. 
The situation thawed. 
My cove, 
MY mortal enemy. 
1 passed past the door. 
On the floor 
Lay the d~t of delay. 
The snow covered deep, 
The harvest reaped, 
My love-My timeless tragedy? 
Safety slips beneath my sight. 
Below the cloudy skyline, 
Mountains high ... 
Fields flown in from foreign 
soil, 
Slavery shares with swear and 
oil. 
Freedom calls, but phones nor 
ringing. 
Listen to the ploughman -
singing ... 
Grassy knoll covered with 
flowers. 
All our powers 
Can't stop our growing bid. 
Clawing at clay walls, 
Standing within waterfalls, 
My love, 
My endless memory. 
Crawling from the still white 
snow, 
I will grow old, 
But still, I'll grow. 
The snow covered deep, 
My harvest reaped. 
My love. 
My timeless, 
Limitless. 
Endless, 
Loveless. 
Tragedy. 
To Kira and Jim 
by Jordan Finkelstein 
I. The Image 
A lonely figure sits atop a 
half-buried staircase on a 
beach. The sound and smell of 
the ocean. and the throbbing of 
the waves underfoot created 
such a wonderful feeling. The 
full moon shone across the 
Atlantic. and a ship's light 
slowly moved across the 
horizon. With each movement 
of the ocean there came 
thousands of refracted par-
ticles of light rebounding and 
shimmering off the glassy sur-
face of the water. A couple 
reclined, side by side. legs 
tangled together by the water's 
edge. There were shadows 
cast by familiar and unfamiliar 
objects across the sand dunes. 
The night air was so pleasant-
ly cool and calm. The rising 
and falling sounds of the ocean 
hitting the sand remains 
forever in my memory. 
II.Oceans Apart 
Two people separated by 
such a vast body of water. 
What seems so absurd is that 
it is a long way to England. but 
it's only one ocean. And to top 
it off. since I have been in the 
Atlantic on either side, I 
somehow felt as though we 
were connected across that 
great body of water: I could 
reach our or paddle my surf-
board across it, take !he train, 
and see you in a matter of 
minutes. Even though we are 
oceans apart, ii really does not 
seem so far. Yer. it's too far to 
reach our and touch you. 
For Barbara 
Just a few suggestions from the Station 
Master Joe Ciaschi's Unique Restaurant .. . 
Lobster Scampi. ............ 10.50 
Broiled Lamb Chops ......... 10.95 
Broiled Seafood Platter ....... 13.50 
llir"d""I l,.,l,..1.-r 'ihr1nip l 11ml, l ,.,111 .. 
~!u ... \ r\, ... •rw1l rl"\ ... h h,)1) 
Many l,ther !:1pec1ab un<l 1.1ur ref..,ulur m,mu ,dwuv, ,avu1luhk• 
THE STATION 
Locat~ art Taughannoc.k 81\td 1t tfl• foot of W. Buffalo St 
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staff photo by Adam Riesner 
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Lines etched in his face like 
canyons seen from above 
They are traces of experiences 
held secret known only by 
one. 
The possessor. 
Reflected in his eyes and 
encased beneath the facade of 
his present, placid expression 
are memories and tales 
a world apart from 
the one in which he lives. 
Turn around old man and face 
what plagues your back and 
rises daily from the hell-filled 
oracles of your mind. 
Turn around old man and face 
the sunshine that beats upon 
your bent and tired body. 
Don't hide in the dark alleys of 
your bitterness. 
Turn around old man and raise 
your battered bones from the 
subway steps that lead to your 
destruction. 
Turn around and find a way to 
reach for what is yours. 
Do it before it's too late and 
someone like yourself picks 
your dusty pockets for your 
last dime. 
Don't wash away your soul 
with someone's rejected rum. 
Don't live in the lost world of 
delusions. 
Mona Krieger 
~EVIVAL 
Wool Overcoats ........... $25.00 
Wool "Ike'' Jackets ..... $14.99 
Sports Coats ............. $14.99 
Cotton Khaki Pants ...... $10.99 
Bowling Shirts ........... $4.99 
Smoking Jackets .......... $14.99 
I 03 Dryden Rd .. Collegetown 
273-8200 
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O'Neal is Back 
by Terri Holtz what was going on. 
Ryan O'Neal is back on the I thought that "Irreconcilable 
screen with a wonderful new Differences" would be a sap-
movie called "Irreconcilable py comedy without much 
Differences." Starring with backbone. but after viewing 
O'Neal is Shelly Long. from the the film, I was pleasantly sur-
Emmy award winning prised. The movie took a hard 
"Cheers," and Drew Bar- stand on the topic of divorce. 
rymore who stole hearts in the O'Neal and Long gave real per-
box office smash hit. "E.T." formances of two people in 
The storyline is based on a love going through marital pro-
series of flashbacks about the blems. A touching perfor-
lives of two people, Lucy and mance by Drew Barrymore 
Alvin Brodsky and the raising showed us a real and candid 
of their daughter K.C. The film view of divorce through the 
opens with K.C. taking her eyes of an eleven year old 
parents to court to "divorce child. 
them" and the story follows. The blend of drama and 
Long and O'Neal together put comedy pulled the film 
on a strong performance. together, playing on a large 
There was a certain chemistry scale of emotions ranging from 
between them that made the anger to happiness and had 
scenes very real and allowed me both laughing and crying 
for the audience to believe throughout the film. 
U . . Ill On from page I 
Bachelor of Science degree 
accounting, served as a staff 
accountant at Ernst & Ernst in 
Syracuse. NY. from 1964-70. He 
then became a federal tax 
supervisor at Morton Norwich 
(NY) Products before joining 
McGrath & Company, a public 
accounting firm in Syracuse. in 
1972. He has been with Cahoon 
Farms Inc. since 1981. 
He is a member of the 
American Institute on Certified 
THE DEWITT BLDG 
llS N CAYUGA ST 
ITHACA N Y 14850 
607 
277-1661 
Public Accountants and the 
Syracuse chapter of the New 
York State Society of Certified 
Public Accountants. 
Active in student affairs. 
Weiner has served as a resi-
dent assistant. as residence 
hall representative to student 
government. and on the 
campus Affairs Committee. 
She was named to the 
College·s Dean's List for the 
1984 spring semester. 
PO~O 
·~CLUB 
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This Week at the Movies 
State Theatre Pyramid Mall 
Irreconcilable Differences: 7, 
9:15 
Until September: 7, 9:45 
The Wild Life: 7:15, 9_·30 
Purple Rain: 6:45, 9:45 
All of Me: 7, 9:15 
The Evil That Men Do: 7, 9 
Rocky Horror Picture Show: 
midnight Fri. & Sat. 
Ithaca College 
Triphammer 
Ghost busters: 7: 15, 9: 15 
Romancing the Stone: 7, 9 
The Big Chill: 7, 9:30 Fri., Sat., 
Sunday 
Ithaca Theatre 
Star Trek Ill: 7, 9 
Entre Nous: 7:15, 9:30 
r2FOR 1-HAPPYHOURl 
I 1 lpm-lam - Mon-Sat I I 16 oz. drafts - $1.00 I LP~~~~~~~-~~~~~~j 
4 ITHACA INTERNAffONAL ''.~~~SI 
AIRPORT RESTAURANT ~~.·;,r 
To grow, 
To achieve, 
To succeed ... 
We need your potential 
THE ITHACAN 
Archivist, Office Manager, Pollster, Poll Takers. Typists, 
Columinists, Graphic Arts, Cartoonists, Production-Layout, 
Feature Writers, News Writers, Sports Writers, Prose and 
Poetry Writers. Art and Entertainment Writers, Photographers. 
Interested students should 
stop by Monday-Wednesday 
in the evening 
Tonight In The Gazebo Room 
·At The Ramada 
$1. 00 Off Admission With 
This Ad 
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Lisa Brown Assumes Responsibility 
by Maureen Robinson 
At the end of the Ithaca Col-
lege women's tennis season 
last year. the stats were tallied 
and one name stood out from 
all the others. Posting an 
overall record of 17-7 in bo1h 
singles and doubles play was 
Lisa Brown. Teamed with 
freshman Altce Houghton. the 
pair placed first in the ICAC 
tournament, as well as the in 
the Car<linal Invitational. The 
pair went on to place fourth in 
the state. 
This year. Brown is again 
paired with Houghton in the 
first dc>uble& position. and their 
play 1s stronger than ever. 
"We really know each other 
this year." explained Brown. 
"We know eac-h other's play 
and we work re.illy well 
together. That'll be a big ad-
vantage in state's this year. I 
also feel that I'm in the best 
physical shape now that I've 
ever been in." 
Coach Iris Carnell once said 
that although Lisa is a very 
rnnsistent player all season. 
her strength is in tournameni 
play. 
"I hate to think that I would 
play any better in tournaments 
than during the regular season. 
hut I do get really pumped for 
tournaments," said Brown. "I 
love tournament play: I was in 
junior tournaments all through 
high schOol. but I try not to 
treat tournament play as being 
more important than regular 
season games." 
As a captain for the team, 
Brown has had' to assume the 
responsibility for making a 
highly individualized sport 
become a team sport. 
"It's so hard in tennis. 
because the team depends on 
individuals' wins. You might 
lose your match but the team 
could win. so you have to be 
staff photo by Breu Woods 
happy for the team. On the was taken to a U.S. Open by 
other hand you could win your her rnother. It was there that 
match and the team could she fell in love with the skills 
lose·. u·s hard to worry about · of the best tennis players in the 
other players when you·re so world. 
concerned with your own "I didn't start playing tennis 
match. While rve been cap- until the end of my freshman 
tain. I've tried to help all the year," explained Brown. "I 
girls with their individual goals. played soccer until they told 
but still maintain a good team me I'd have to give up my 
attitude." other sports and concentrate 
Unlike rnany other athletes, on the one, but I couldn't do 
Brown's first love wasn't the that. I loved all the sports I was 
sport in which she is currently involved with." 
involved. she didn't become Aside from tennis and soc-
interested in tennis until she cer. Brown also played 
volleyball and softball until a 
knee injury in her junior year 
prevented her from playing for 
a sea'iOn. But during her hiatus. 
she realized what she wanted 
to do with the rest of her life. 
"I had to be a part of the 
team. even if I couldn't play, so 
1 started ·teaching,·· said 
Brown. "I helped coach the 
team that year and I really en-
joyed it. rm majoring in phys. 
ed. because I realized that I 
really wanted to teach. I knov,· 
I could never play profes-
sionally because of my knees. 
but I have to stay involved 
. with the game." 
Teaching is definitely in her 
future. but Brown also has 
another major commitment 
when she graduates. She is 
engaged to Ithaca alumni Ron 
Zielinski. 
"Ron is definitely a big part 
of my future. He's very suppor-
tive of what I want to do. He's 
working now in my 
hometown." 
Brown will. of course, miss 
the team. but she has high 
hopes for their future as well. 
"This year's team is the best 
I've ever seen. There's a lot of 
good talent in the wings. We're 
a young team now. but there's 
a lot of potential. They're go-
ing to be really good next 
year." 
GREEK SKI 
PE .AND 
SK RESORT $A VE 
SAVE UP TO 40% 
ON SKIING AND INSTRUCTION 
I WITH ITHACA COLLEGE SKI CLu:s. 
,...._...._. --· ., 
SIGN-UP IN 
EGBERT UNION 
OCT. 9, 10, 11 From 1 lam-3pm! 
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Chermak Stars 
for I. C. Soccer 
by Jordan Finkelstein 
Sue Chermak loves to play 
soccer. When she was in 
eighth grade, she first became 
interested in the sport through 
her brother. She quickly joined 
a recreational team and fell 
right into place on the team. 
In a Denville, New Jersey 
high school she became much 
more involved in the fast· 
growing sport. Sue obtained a 
starting position on the varsity 
team as a freshman, and went 
on to letter for four years. In 
her junior year, she was on the 
first team area and all·county 
representative team, and her 
senior year she made the 3rd 
team of the all-state squacl. 
"We have a very strong 
defense this year" 
Chermak, a dedicated player, 
refused to let training go over 
the summer months. Instead. 
she joined summer and renea· 
• tional teams to keep active and 
involved. Sue became very 
serious about her soccer. 
Throughout her involvement 
in soccer. Sue has played 
defense. Now in her 
sophomore year at Ithaca Col· 
lcge, she has played center 
fullback for two seasons runn-
ing. This position requires 
speed and aggressiveness and 
Sut' has both. Even though she 
docs not get too many oppor· 
tunities to score, one of her 
favorite shots is from around 
the eighteen yard line on goal. 
,\ second favorite shot, and a 
very dea<;lly one at that (as pro· 
vcd at the Ithaca/Colgate 
gamc1 is the penalty kick. She 
has strong legs and keen ac· 
curacy to produce a winner 
every time. 
"We have a very strong 
defense this year that has 
dommated every team we 
have faced so far," says Cher· 
rrnik. And there arc statistics to 
prove it. In six games only 
three goals have eluded 
lthara's defense. That is 112 a 
goal a game for their op-
ponents. compared with 
Ithaca's impressive 3 and 1/3 
goal average per game. 
currently a non-teaching 
Physical Education major, Sue 
may opt for a Physical Therapy 
rmijor. but she is not sure 
where she is going yet. 
Is there life after college for 
her soccer? Sue replied by 
stating that "I would definitely 
play for an amateur team, and 
I would even like to coach kids 
in summer league or at a 
camp:" Sue's favorite foods 
are pizza and Oreo cream ice 
cream, and her idea of a good 
time is going downtown with 
her teammates to Simeon's. 
11 1 Ithaca 
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SRDBN REPORT 
Featuring Head Coach Jim Butterfield 
Sunday Nights at 10:00pm on WICB-TV 13 
Sponsors 
Versatile Food Management Services Inc., The Ithacan 
Empire Building Supplies, Carey McKinney Group 
Cornell Federal Credit Union,Collegetown Bagels, 
The Ithaca Times.Dryden Specialty Trophy, 
Screen Graphics,Park Outdoor Advertising, 
Cullens, Pudgies. 
49 Elm Street 
ATHLETE 
OF THE 
WEEK 
Peter 
Minturn 
The junior wide-receiver from 
Bethesda, MD. had an 35.yard 
kick·Off return for a 
touchdown. He also returned 
punts totaling over 80·yard~, 
and caught two key passes m 
the Bombers 37-0 win over 
Alfred. 
SPONSORED BY: 
BEN J. ARDITO 
Cortland, New York 13045 (607) 753-6758 
staff photo by Julie Fassell 
Hockey Loses First Game 
The field hockey team's 
unbeaten streak came to an 
end last week as the Bombers 
lost a tough 2-1 decision to 
Syracuse. The artificial turf, 
which had been Coach Kostrin-
sky' s biggest concern prior to 
the match, proved to be the ex· 
tra advantage Syracuse need-
ed to secure the win. 
The Bombers were unable to 
connect on many passes to 
mount any serious shots on 
goal. They only managed eight 
shots with Raeann Winkler get-
ting the lone score. The coach 
A TIENTION WRITERS! 
THE ITHACAN sports 
Department has many positions 
open for interested writers. 
Anyone wanting to write for 
THE ITHACAN should con-
tact the Sports Editor-David 
Raskin. He can be reached at 
THE ITHACAN at 274-3207 
on Wed. evenings or at home 
272-5826. 
singled out the fine defensive 
play of Mildred Piscopo, .Jenny 
Powers. Barb Wachowiak and 
goalie Karen Howarth. 
on Saturday, Ithaca hosted 
tough former Division II 
Millersville. The two teams 
played to a scoreless tie. 
Kostrinsky however. called the 
game a big disappointment. 
"'We felt Millersville was bct· 
ter than they were. we shoulcl 
have jumped on them right 
away." 
Although the 13ombers 
dominated statistically (So" 
shots on goal to only 9 for 
Millersville) they just coulcln't 
put the ball in the net. The 
coach felt that it wa~ a flat J.lt'r· 
formance by the ream as a 
whole and hoped that they 
could develop more consisten· 
cy 111 upcoming games. 
The Bombers are currently 
· ranked fourth in the Division Ill 
poll, and play against arch·rival 
Cornell Wednesday at 3:30 on 
South Hill. Saturday they host 
Division I James Madison at 
2:00 pm. 
One bright note 1s that the 
J.V. Squad defeated Cortland 3 
to I on Saturday. 
Women's Soccer 
from page 16 
Everyone~ has to run the rnile some girls the garment come~ 
in under six and a half minutes. down to their knees but a<; one 
A strange twist that the girls player put it, "It makes us uni-
have added to the game is que and makes us tee! like 
boxer shorts. One day a group more of a team together." 
from the team went and had a Whatevc'.r 11 1s that they are do· 
good time at K·Mart and bought ing, they are winnmg t>ecausc 
some stylish underwrar to of it. 
w<>,ir under their shorts. On 
Football Wins from page 16 
zone 11aw1essly, but the arc making a great deal of pro· 
defense punished people all grcss each week we play." 
day long. The Bombers have Ithaca's next test is this 
1!:::==========::;=:i now given up only 18 points in Saturday at home against 
16 quarters. Springfield College 11::JO prn 
"I'm very pleased with our ICB·fm). 
effort," added Butterfield. "We 
PAPARAZZI 
FASHION MENU~, 
ENTREES ~ 
Imported Coats ............ ·· $ 4 0 . 0 0 
Jackets ........................ $15. 00 
Overcoats (seasonal) ........ $ 2 ~. 0 0 
.Wl I' .. Stall' SI. ~llllt' I 
1ncxt to Kiel~· Stutt1 
273-0164 
Slated Dyed Colton Shirh.. $ 1 0 . 0 0 
Skirts ........................... st 2. 00 
Pleated Pants................... S 1 0 . 0 0 
DESSERTS 
Priced 
Party Dresses ............. According!~ 
S5.00 -
Rhinestone Jewelr)· .. · · · · · · S 1 0. o o 
Selected Shoes ............. S 10.00 
Vintage Clothing For The 80 's 
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Blue Thunder Strikes The Glen 
by Kevin A. Hoium 
A crowd of over 42.000 wat-
ched the first-ever New York 
500-kilometer race take place 
Sunday at the Watkins Glen In-
ternational racing circuit. The 
92-lap event took the leader 
3:09.02 to complete and was 
won by the Blue Thunder rac-
ing team headed hy Randy 
Lanier ,me! Dale Whittington. 
both of Florida. 
The duo reached speeds in 
excess of 150 mph but averag-
ed 98.607 mph to outrun the ss 
other t·ntries. 
The Lanier-Whittington effort 
t·arncd them the season cham-
pionship and 522.500 in a close 
9:J-second margin of victory 
ov1·r thl' second place 
tinishns. 
Fans w1·rc also deli~h"·d by 
rwo short t· 
\ inr,1g1· 1posr-1%01 and historic 
1prc-l!lh0i < ars In rtw 1·1ght-l,1p 
vintage ran· on Saturday. :-.cw 
York City's Peter Sachs won in 
his Ferrari GTO. In the eigt1r-Jap 
historic cornpet1t1on on Sun-
clay. Steve Colwn of .\lpine. 
:"U. was first in a Porsche 3.0. 
1 top level stock can event w111 
be run in 1985. 
rtw Camel GT event on Sun-
day which ran in cool 
temperatures and cloudy skies 
prOV('<J ro lw one of thr 
highlights of the series. The 
final 1984 event for the l~SA 
GT cars will tw November 25 
at Daytona International in 
Flomia. 
Coming Glass ancl WGI of-
fwials were pleased with the 
first sc,L'iOn of their racing cir-
cuit owrwrship. Sunday they 
announced that they will op,~n 
their 1985 season with a Camel 
GT t"V('l\t in July. There an· 
also rumors that a NASC\H 
For thosr who could not 
make last weekend's races. 
make a note in your date book 
for next yt>ar. u·s an event you 
won·, want to rniss. 
(Clockwise from top left) staff photos by Joe Ep~tein 
A dejected Derek Bell as the news of the withdraw/ of lzis Lowenbrau car is announced. Tile 
pit crew works on the turbo of the Lowenbrau car, attempting to get it back in the race. 
the winning Blue Thunder. 
~llf/'$ Beauty Shop 
113 W. State St. 272-9098 
_ Just off_ the Com~ns _ ; 
T=. Fn 7 oo ,.m ~'!:;;;!'; aoo,~ -•-~ 
Appointments suggested 
- I..) 
... .. PRE-SEASON '1_ 
,. • c~s-country ski ~ale 1'11 oct.Sth - o~Ll3th ~ MON THAU FRI 10:001s-oo SA~ 900- 5 
.. 
U. •COMPLETE PACKAGE{. 
KARHU TOURst WAX OR NO-WAX SKI 
ai... TYROL FLEECE·LINED LEATHER BOOT 
V. OOVRE BINDING and BAMBOO POLES I: FREE BINDING INSTALLATION 
•a reg $112 80 / : / ). SALE PRICE 
•NOVICE P/KAG/ _ ~74.95 
Ill ... I •STEP UP KAGE KNEISSL SKIS :I I COMPLETE • I $8995 
best selection 
&·pri e 
•TRAK 
•EPOKE 
•KARHU • 0) 
"' 
"l' 
I 
C') 
N 
"' 
• 
fflie #lkzazf!7inz& 
~(j,xxf ff Mnl!JJ GREEN BACKS 
Fall.1984 
-,,l., t:1\RC1•\II\JSS DISCOUNTS$ FREE GIFTS 
OFF CAMPUS .STUDENTS!!! 
Ithaca College Student Government Has Obtained 
A Limited Amount Of Green Backs For 
Off Campus Students Only! 
First Corne First Served! ! 
ALSO 
THE NEW STUDENT RECORD 
IS HERE!!! 
Green Backs For Off Campus Students 
And 
The New Student Record For Freshpersoils Can Be 
Picked Up In The Student Government Office 
3rd Floor Egbert Union, Mon-Fri I0arn-2pm 
Bring Your I.D. 
--·----------- ---
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SPORTSVIEW / S.M. Moss 
Float Like A Butterfly 
• • • 
An event, that surfaced recently, has 
caused much media attention and has 
had a disturbing effect on many boxing 
enthusiasts, including myself. It deals 
with the once-electrifying sport of box-
ing; however, this time the action takes 
place our of the ring. 
Alas, ii is what fair weather skeptics 
might term as an inevitable latter 
chapter in the Muhammad Ali saga. The 
focus of discussion is the former cham-
pion's sudden self-realization of a 
physical disorder that has affected his 
everyday life. The fact that his illness 
most likely occurred from Ali's prolong-
ed ring activity, particularly during the 
later stages of his career, has brought 
all of the stuffed shirts out of the wood-
work. You can toss Howard Cosell into 
that fruitbasket. too. 
Muhammad's ability to finally come 
to terms with his own immortality has 
given us a chance to put his experience 
into perspective. During his three reigns 
as the holder, of what was once 
described as. "the world's greatest 
prize." the Heavyweight Champion-
ship, Ali molded himself into a legend. 
He possessed rare gifts of lightning 
hand_an_d foot speed which arc reserv-
ed for Heavyweights atlOut as often ac, 
the Pope fasts on Yorn Kippur. The 
man captivated us with a grace while 
jarring us with boasts. He amused us 
with poetry while stunning us with 
belief. 
To describe Ali as charasmatic would 
be a gross understatement. He was a 
highly visible· character of unpredic-
table excitement. With Ali, nothing was 
safe. anything was fair ground. you 
never knew quite what to expect from 
him. He was the master jester of 
theatrics. 
These rare qualities were what made 
Ali so popular with the public and 
media. He would promise the impossi-
ble and then promptly deliver it. We 
were swept up in his invincibility; 
somehow believing that magic like this 
could last forever, or at least cast itself 
down on us again in a different form. 
Although deprived of the opportuni- · 
ry to utilize his skills during the prime 
of his life. Muhammad Ali, never-
theless. painted a long-lasting picture of 
an extraordinary man in our minds. 
But there was one problem. As the 
years went by, so too did many of the 
skills and reflexes that had once been 
assumed tricks of the trade. Shavers. 
Evangelista. and Spinks awoke from 
mediocrity to engage the champion in 
heated struggles. How quickly today's 
critics blame the "Great One·· for not 
hearing the sound of the alarm clock: 
when it was . in fact, the same critics 
who helped to turn off that clock to pro-
long his turn in the limelight. We 
couldn't imagine a boxing match 
without Ali, like a good drug, we didn't 
want to give him up. The man was a 
source of pleasure to us all, he was the 
grandest of entertainers. 
Today Muhammad Ali is used as an 
example and not only by the hundreds 
of fighters who imitate his style. I'm 
talking about the sudden rash of anti-
boxing activists who degrade the man 
to the point of characterizing him as a 
vegetable. Even cosell, who made his 
name and reputation on Ali's coattails 
in the 1960's, has publicly denounced 
the sport as a profession that should be 
banned altogether. Surely, there are 
flaws in the profession, but boxing has 
persevered throughout the century and 
has given us many of our greatest 
heroes. 
Joe Louis didn't know when to hani;! 
up the gloves. Rocky Marciano did. Ah 
couldn't face retirement. Ray Leonard 
reluctantly, but ultimately did. It's hard 
to identify with these mt:n because so 
few of us know what it 1s like to be 
champion of the world. The best at 
what we do. The fame, the glory, the 
excitement. the feeling of being put on 
a pedestal is hard to imagine unless 
you've actually been there. To have 
that feeling for so many years and then 
be faced with relinquishing it can be 
psychologically destructive. It 1s this 
facet of the sport that so many of to-
day's cntics cannot comprehend. 
Muhammad Ali, the man. is not dead. 
and is not a vegetable. His mind 1s 
sharp. only his speech and movements 
arc in low gear, this however. will now 
be cured in a matter of time. 
Applaud Ali for recognizing his im-
perfection. don't chastizc his tracle. It 
is time 16 stop weeping over a misplac-
ed eulogy. Ali the fighter is gone. but 
the memory of his elegance will take 
its proper place in history alongside 
Dempsey. Louis. Marciano and 
Robinson. 
It is only a matter of time until a new 
personality will appear in the ring to 
capture our hearts and captivate us in 
the manner of his predecessors. 
This is the first in series of ar-
ticles about the state of the art 
of boxing. 
REWARD 
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. 
"The first Finger 
Lakes restaurant to 
really devote itself 
to New York's 
culinary and 
enological bounty 
is TURBACK'S." 
- Los Angeles Times 
"' 
.. 
,. 
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Soccer 
Breaks 
Slump 
Win Two 
In A Row 
by James Liebowitz 
The long awaited arrival 01 I 
the Ithaca College soccer team 
is finally here. The team has 
begun to gel suddenly under 
the watchful eye of Coarh An-
dy Byrne. 
It took some time for the 
players lo adjust to ·his style 
and philosophy, but now the 
team is playing well and looks 
to make the rest of the season 
a successful one. After reeling 
off two straight wins against 
Alfred and LeMoyne, the 
Bombers now have the con-
fidence to challenge I.C.A.C. 
foes. 
Theoretically, Ithaca can go 
above .500 overall and 3-1 in 
the conference. if they defeat 
Clarkson and SL Lawrence in 
key home games this week. 
Ithaca crawled out of its scor-
r Pu · Th staff photo by Joe Epstein 
~-ast rs~u: e Bombers defense has given up only 18 points in/our games mcludtng two 
shutouts ma row. Above, Ge"y Gerbis number 90, Tim Torrey number 39and Bill Sheerin 
number 67 lead the defensive pursuit against an Alfred ball carrier. 
Women Still Undefeated 
ing slump against LeMoyne on This week. the women·s On Wednesday, the team mak. Ithaca's center fullback. 
Tuesday. Billy Bonsu erupted socct'r team defeated two narrowly defeated Colgate 3-2 booted the ball into the net to 
with a goal ;md an assist (I goal more teams to boost their in overtime. An unlucky penal- tie the game up at two apiece. 
callt'd back) to pace the record to a very impressive six ty in the mouth of the goal cost Soon afterwards, Lisa castano 
Hombers. Paul Sant broke wins and no losses. Colgate the game. Sue Cher- scored the winning goal and 
opt'n a close affair with a blast ._ ______________________ the Bombers were able to hold 
in the first half that put tht' Charlit' Turnt'r and John Julien Edwards, who had a goal and on until the clock ran down. 
Bomtlers ahead to slay. Pt'te off the l>enrh. The defense an assist against LeMoyne. Colgate Ls a Division I team and 
H.ire was perfect in goal for the should also be given credit for the win helpt'd Ithaca gain 
sc•cond straight gamt'. while the shutouts. Especially strong Lately, the squad had valuable ranking points. 
great efforts were turned in by were Jay Kaminski and Rich displayed some character and The next victim to fall at the 
depth. George Diome and Mark feet of our team was St. 
staff pboto by Julie Fassett 
Ithaca College's Erle Slayton moves untouched up the field 
Saturday as Ithaca defeated Alfred 3-0. 
Perte missed the last game. Bonaventure. The game was 
but their replacements didn't no contest as Ithaca ran away 
miss a beat. Coach Byrne has with a 3.0 shutout. 
them playing his brand of soc- This week was very impor-
cer and the formula is working. tant to the Bombers. The state. 
"CoaC'h Byrne stresses that northeast. and national rank-
we keep the ball wide which ings were announced and. to 
means.'keep the ball on the say the least, Ithaca ranked se-
wings and out of the middle'·.. cond behind Cortland. In the 
explained Paul Sant "Things northeast division. the women 
we clo in practice are now placed fourth behind thwe 
working in games. We're final- Division 1 1eams. Not bad at all. 
ly utilizing our abilit) 10 the Last. and most impressive. is 
fullest and it's paying off. In- that Ithaca is ranked ninth in 
dividually. people are playing the nation out of all first. se-
well which means the team cond. and third division teams. 
plays well." coach Linda Buettner has no 
With eight games remaining room to complain. The team 
and the Bombers playing well, has scored a total of 21 goals 
anything can happen down the and only allowed three goals to 
stretch. There are still playoff pass their own goal line. Bueti· 
hopes in this, Coach Byrne's ner says that this team "has 
first season. Early season the attitude of champions." 
pessimism has turned into More emphasis has been put 
midseason optimism which on skills and technique. and so 
has the players enthusiastical- far it is paying off. Of course. 
ly driving for victory. Coach the girls are all in perfect shape 
Byrne didn't promise miracles and are tested every two 
but he does have this team weeks for fitness levels. 
way ahead of schedule. see Soccer page 13 
Bombers 
Down 
. . 
Alfred 
Shutout for 
Defense, 37-0 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
After last week's destruction 
of Fitchburg State, many area 
football fans began to wonder 
just how good the Ithaca Col-
lege Bombers are. 
Those questions were silenc-
ed this past Saturday when the 
Bombers trounced I.C.A.C. foe. 
Alfred, 37·0. 
The pregame speculation 
was that the contest would be 
a close, physical encounter. 
Recent history would confirm 
this notion as The Saxons had 
defeated The Bombers two out 
of the past three years. 
When the teams took the 
field before another large 
South Hill crowd, it was 
apparent that Alfred could 
match the Bombers physically. 
The Saxons averaged 220 lbs. 
per lineman, and had three big, 
strong running backs. 
The pregame hype seemed 
accurate after the Saxons 
dominated the entire first 
quarter. Despite numerous op-
portunities to score, Alfred 
came away empty handed. 
and the period ended 
scoreless. 
Early in the second quarter. 
the Bombers changed their 
usual run-and-pass philosophy, 
and began to set the run up 
with the pass. 
"We saw in the first quarter 
that we could take advantage 
of their secondary." said 
Bomber Head Coach Jim But-
terfield. "Their secondary was 
young and inexperienced." 
The aerial attack immediate-
ly began to work as junior 
quarterback Steve Kass and 
split end Pete Minturn drove 
the Bombers downfield. Kass 
finished off the drive with a 
three-yard touchdown and the 
Bombers dominated every 
aspect of the remainder of the 
game. Holding a 16-0 lead at 
halftime Pete Minturn put the 
final nail in the Saxon coffin 
when he returned the second 
half kickoff 85 yards for a 
touchdown. 
The only question that re-
mained in the second half was 
whether or not the Bomber 
defense would gain their se-
cond consecutive shutout. Not 
only did they defend their end 
see Football page 13 
' 
